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Attack on Violent Video Games
PAUL M. SMITH, KATHERINE A. FALLOW, DUANE C. POZZA,
AND MATTHEW S. HELLMAN

Just as legislators condemned comic
books in the 1950s based on a concern
that horror and crime comics contributed to juvenile delinquency in general and caused specific crimes in particular, video games have been attacked
in recent years for their purported negative effects on children’s thoughts and
behaviors. But unlike comic books,
which largely avoided direct government regulation, violent video games
have been the target of laws passed in
six jurisdictions over the past several
years. To date, none of these laws has
survived constitutional scrutiny. Courts
have repeatedly struck down, on First
Amendment grounds, laws restricting
minors’ access to violent video games.
Despite this unbroken series of decisions striking such laws down, legislative interest in finding a way, any way,
to restrict minors’ access to such video
games continues unabated. Just recently, Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton
proposed federal legislation that would
restrict the sale or rental of video games
to minors based on the games’ ratings.1
And Michigan, Louisiana, and
Oklahoma just enacted similar laws,
all of which have been challenged in
federal court.
In the courtroom, these laws pit legislators concerned about the level of
violence in video games against the
manufacturers, distributors, and retailers of such games. Legislators have
decried the prevalence of popular
games such as Grand Theft Auto and
offer up research studies purporting to
show that violent video games cause
aggressive thoughts and behavior by

minors (though none of these has been
accepted by courts as adequate to satisfy strict scrutiny). To the plaintiffs who
challenge such statutes, arguing that
video games are an expressive medium
and laws that regulate games based on
their content are presumptively invalid
under the First Amendment, they are an
issue of free speech. More broadly, this
legal battle implicates whether adults
and minors may access and play certain
video games without the threat of criminal penalties imposed by the state and
whether the control of minors’ access to
these games will be left in the hands of
parents and the private sector (the video
game industry already has adopted a
voluntary private rating system similar
to that used by the movie industry).
The developing case law in this area
presents a number of interesting First
Amendment issues, including the ability of the government to restrict violent,
as opposed to sexual, speech; the limits
imposed by the Brandenburg doctrine
on the government’s authority to
restrict speech in the name of preventing aggression; the legitimacy of a state
interest in regulating minors’ thoughts
and personalities; the vagueness concerns raised by efforts to define prohib(Continued on page 25)
Paul Smith and Katherine Fallow are
partners and Matthew Hellman and
Duane C. Pozza are associates in the
Washington, D.C., office of Jenner &
Block LLP. The authors represent video
game makers and retailers in their First
Amendment challenges to recent laws in
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FROM THE CHAIR
JERRY BIRENZ

I have never forgiven the ACLU for
Skokie. More on that later.
In late 2005, I had occasion to visit
three locations where significant violations of human rights and civil liberties
occurred and are memorialized. My visits made me angry and sad and reinforced my great admiration for those
who fight for human rights and civil
liberties against the forces of repression
and totalitarianism. They also reinforced, yet again, my identification
with the victims of repression and with
the value of free speech in fighting
repression and my belief that rightthinking people must take action to prevent repressive parties, those that would
destroy free speech and other individual
liberties, from gaining power.
I’m aware that much of what I just
said sounds like a series of clichés,
especially for a First Amendment
lawyer. However, there is nothing like
standing right where repression took
place and allowing it to wash over you
to make you really feel how important
these attitudes are—and to point up the
dilemma suggested by the first sentence
of this essay.
Communist Rule in Prague
In late November, my family visited
Prague, the capital of the Czech
Republic. Prague is a beautiful city
with rich culture, deep history, and colorful old-world buildings. It is also an
almost-western city, having only
recently transformed itself into an open
and consumer-oriented society. (And
don’t make the mistake of referring to it
as being in Eastern Europe. Czechs are
sensitive about that. Many of them
think of Eastern Europe as being backward, repressive, and hardscrabble.
Prague is geographically the very center of Europe, and its people are very
proud of the symbolism of that fact.)
Jerry Birenz (jbirenz@sbandg.com) is
a partner in the New York City firm of
Sabin, Bermant & Gould LLP, specializing in publishing law, including copyright, the Internet, and promotions.

From 1948 to 1989
Prague lived under
Soviet Communist domination. It had its brief
fling with western-style
freedom in the Prague
Spring of 1968; but
other than that, those
forty-one years were
marked by Communist
central planning, drabness, few choices, secret
police, and an almost
complete lack of freedom of expression.
One afternoon we
took a Communism
walk with a guide who
brought us to the sites
of Soviet tanks crushing
uprisings, police stations with interrogation
cells, memorials to murdered students, and cofJerry Birenz at the Memorial to the Victims
of Communism in Prague
fee shops where people
had furtively discussed
of official propaganda in the form of
forbidden ideas. Our guide impressed
school textbooks, posters, magazines,
on us how much was controlled by the
and Socialist art and other means of
Soviet puppet leaders of what was then
spreading the official approved way of
Czechoslovakia and how little room
thinking, as well as the various represthere was for diversity of thought; critisive and violent means of making sure
cism of the government; and nonapthat there was not a diversity of viewproved art, music, movies, news, or
points available in society and that the
books. (Rock music being my particular government position was not chalpassion, I was especially interested in
lenged. It was interesting to note that
learning that young people passed
(Continued on page 31)
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Oprah and Spielberg vs. Without a Trace and
Scorsese: Indecent Inconsistency at the FCC
STEPHEN A. WEISWASSER AND ROBERT M. SHERMAN

In a nation that has long exalted freedom of expression, that treats government censorship as dirty words, and
that wages war against foreign regimes
in part because they restrict what ideas
their citizens can receive, it is hard to
imagine a government agency imposing
massive fines on broadcast outlets simply for offering programming that
expresses ideas in ways in which the
agency does not approve. Yet there is
no other way to describe the current
state of the Federal Communications
Commission’s (FCC) enforcement of
its broadcast indecency policies.
On its face, the FCC’s mandate
might be thought limited, channeling
until after 10:00 p.m. material that
“describe[s] or depict[s] sexual or
excretory organs or activities” and that
is “patently offensive as measured by
contemporary community standards for
the broadcast medium.”1 But the indecency decisions released by the FCC on
March 15, 2006, have decisively
demonstrated that these standards, at
least as applied, clearly contravene core
First Amendment principles.
The decisions have marked a dramatic and unprecedented expansion of
the FCC’s indecency enforcement
regime and have set a high-water mark
for the agency’s imposition of indecency fines. They include an expressed
intention to impose the largest forfeiture ever for the airing of a single program, an episode of the CBS series
Without a Trace that contained no nudity or unacceptable language and that
merely suggested, but did not depict,
Stephen A. Weiswasser is a former media
and network television executive. He is
also a partner, and Robert M. Sherman
Sherman an associate, in the media law
practice at Covington & Burling, which
represents multiple clients involved in the
proceedings discussed in this article. The
views in this article are not necessarily
those of any client of the firm.

sexual activity; and they reveal a complete inability by the Commission to
arrive at or offer principled explanations of the differences among the cases
before it. The March 15 decisions, in
short, expose a regulatory scheme producing unprincipled and inconsistent
results and thrusting the government
into an unsustainable supereditor role
that exceeds its constitutional authority.
The immediate harbinger of the
decisions was undoubtedly the
Commission’s decision on March 18,
2004, that the 2003 Golden Globe
Awards program, aired on NBC, was
indecent. The FCC’s staff had initially
found that the U2 singer Bono’s fleeting exclamation, “This is really, really,
fucking brilliant,” made after receiving
an award, was not indecent because it
did not meet the statutory requirement
that material may only be found indecent if it depicts or describes sexual or
excretory organs or activities.2 On
reconsideration, the full Commission
reversed the staff decision and found
that “any use of [the word], in any context, inherently has a sexual connotation. . . .” The FCC’s reconsideration
decision eviscerated decades of existing
precedent holding that isolated utterances of coarse terms could not be
found indecent unless they were, in
fact, indecent in context. Instead of
attempting to reconcile its decision with
that long-standing principle, the order
noted simply that the Commission was
departing from this precedent and summarily held that virtually all conflicting
cases “are not good law.”3
The Bono decision was perhaps
influenced by Janet Jackson’s famous
“wardrobe malfunction” during the
halftime show of Super Bowl, broadcast on CBS on February 1, 2004,
about six weeks before the Golden
Globe decision was released. During a
duet between Jackson and singer Justin
Timberlake, Timberlake removed a por-

tion of Jackson’s bustier, briefly revealing Jackson’s breast. After receiving a
raft of nearly identical complaints generated by the lobbying group Parents
Television Council (PTC), which has
been the architect of Internet complaint
campaigns against many of the programs found indecent by the FCC, the
Commission imposed statutory maximum forfeitures in the amount of
$550,000 against all television stations
owned and operated by CBS.4 That
decision was affirmed in a decision
released with the March 15, 2006,
omnibus order.5
But nothing in either of these cases
could fully prepare broadcasters for the
giant step the FCC took on March 15,
2006, or for the intellectual and regulatory morass its actions on that day have
created. These decisions can be
wrapped in three distinct packages,
each trying to distinguish acceptable
expression in a certain area: sexual
activity, artistic necessity, and excretory linguistics.
Without a Trace vs. Alias and Oprah
The Without a Trace episode in question involved the FBI’s discovery that
students at the high school attended by
a missing teenager had been participating in sex and alcohol parties while
their parents were at work. In an effort
to dramatize the adverse consequences
of the parents’ inattentiveness, the
episode included two brief flashback
scenes (comprising less than a minute
out of the one-hour broadcast) depicting a character’s recollection of one
such party.
As we have noted, the scenes in
question included no nudity or unacceptable language. They suggested, but
did not show, sexual activity.
Characters were portrayed, clothed or
wearing underwear but never naked,
kissing, smoking, drinking alcohol, or
pressed against one another. The scenes
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were cut in an impressionistic style and
accompanied by loud music, and they
did not focus on any particular individual for more than a few seconds. In
context, the activities in the flashbacks
were presented in an unambiguously
negative light, and there was nothing in
either scene to suggest that they were
intended to pander to, shock, or titillate
the audience. Although it launched a
campaign against the scenes, even the
PTC saw the serious purpose of the
program, noting that the “episode’s
theme does not glorify or glamorize
teen orgies or promiscuity; quite the
opposite.”6 Nonetheless, in response to
the PTC’s complaint-generating campaign, the FCC found the elements of
the scenes to go “well beyond what the

The decisions mark
a dramatic expansion
of the FCC’s indecency
enforcement regime.
story line could reasonably be said to
require” and proposed a forfeiture of
$3.6 million against the affiliates that
aired the program outside of the 10 p.m.
indecency “safe harbor,” that is, against
the CBS affiliates in the central and
mountain time zones.7
The agency’s explicit second-guessing of the creative judgments made in a
serious episode of a mainstream, highly
popular television series is itself jarring.
But its failure to harmonize the conclusion it reached with other cases decided
on the same day compounds the shock.
One of the other programs addressed in
the March 15 omnibus order was an
episode of the drama Alias, in which a
male character saves a female character
from falling off of a moving train. In
the scene after the rescue, the couple is
shown in bed, “passionately kissing,
caressing, and rubbing up against each
other,” accompanied by off-camera
music. According to the Commission’s
description of the scene, however, “it is
not clear whether the characters are
engaged in sexual intercourse,” a com-

ment equally applicable to Without a
Trace. Emphasizing that “[t]he scene
involves no display of sexual organs
and contains no sexually graphic language,” again an observation equally
true of Without a Trace, the Commission
found that this material in Alias did “not
depict sexual activities in a graphic or
explicit way.” The orders in Alias and
Without a Trace made no mention of
each other, even though the grounds for
exculpating one program from an indecency determination could have been
applied interchangeably to the other.
Nor did the Without a Trace order
refer to the Commission’s contemporaneous finding that an episode of the
Oprah Winfrey Show that very explicitly discussed the dangers of teen sexual
activity (in part permitted, according to
the program, by parental inattentiveness) was not indecent.8 The Oprah
episode included a highly graphic discussion of specific sexual practices,
including “salad tossing” and “rainbow
parties,”9 but the Commission emphasized that “[t]he material is not presented in a vulgar manner and is not used to
pander to or titillate the audience.
Rather, it is designed to inform viewers
about an important topic.” The
Commission further held that the
explicitness of the discussion did not
make the material indecent because
“[t]o the extent that the material is
shocking, it is due to the existence of
such practices among teenagers rather
than the vulgarity or explicitness of the
sexual depictions or descriptions.”
The Without a Trace episode was
intended to, and did, make the very
same points, albeit in the less direct
way that often distinguishes drama
from reportage. But the Commission
made no more effort to distinguish
between Oprah and Without a Trace
than it made to distinguish the latter
from Alias. The Commission’s failure
thus leaves the basis for the indecency
finding in Without a Trace unclear:
both Without a Trace and Alias
involved scenes suggesting, but not
showing, sexual activity; thus, the
implication of sex could not have been
the basis of the indecency finding.
Similarly, because both Oprah and
Without a Trace dealt with teen sexual
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activity, and, indeed, because Oprah
was substantially more explicit in that
regard, dissatisfaction with the subject
matter itself cannot have been the
Commission’s motivation.
Scorsese vs. Spielberg
The indecency decisions in the omnibus
order were not limited to alleged depictions of sexual activity. The
Commission also proposed forfeitures
against a PBS station that aired, outside
of the safe harbor, a documentary entitled The Blues: Godfathers and Sons,
which profiled the early growth of
blues music in Chicago. After a brief
and conclusory analysis, the FCC held
that the occasional use of coarse language by historically significant blues
figures interviewed in the documentary
was indecent, and it has proposed to
fine the public broadcaster that aired
the program $15,000.
The entirety of the Commission’s
indecency analysis lasted a mere few
sentences. To determine whether material is “patently offensive,” and therefore indecent, the Commission has previously said that it must evaluate the
“full context in which the material
appeared,” with reference to three factors: (a) whether the material is graphic
or explicit; (b) whether it dwells on or
repeats descriptions of sexual or excretory activity; and (c) whether it panders
to, titillates, or shocks the audience.
Here, the Commission applied those
factors and found that (a) because the
words fuck and shit were used, the
material was explicit and related to sexual or excretory activities; (b) because
the words were used more than once,
the program “dwelled on or repeated”
the sexual material; and (c) because the
coarse language “was [not] necessary to
express any particular viewpoint,” it
was “shocking” to the audience.
What is striking about this decision is
not simply that the Commission substituted its own creative judgment for that
of the program’s creator, no less a serious and acclaimed director than Martin
Scorsese, but how the Commission
sought to harmonize the case with its
recent decision involving another eminent director, Steven Spielberg, and his
film Saving Private Ryan. Although the

Commission found fuck and shit (used in
a context wholly unrelated to sexual or
excretory activity) to be indecent in
Godfathers, it exonerated far more
extensive use of the same words in
Private Ryan because in that work, editing “would have altered the nature of the
artistic work and diminished the power,
realism and immediacy of the film experience for viewers.”10 The Commission
concluded that Godfathers is different
from Private Ryan because, in contrast
to Private Ryan, the documentary’s educational purpose “could have been fulfilled and all viewpoints expressed without the . . . broadcast of expletives.”
The Commission’s detour into the
world of “artistic necessity” is the only
apparent objective distinction between
Godfathers and Private Ryan, and it is
perhaps without precedent in the history
of governmental regulation of protected
speech. The upshot is that a documentary
attempting to give the audience a feel for
the actual figures who shaped a national
musical movement should not have
shown them as they are or captured how
they speak, but a fictionalized portrayal
of an event could use the same language
to portray characters who are totally
imaginary. As others have observed, the
lesson apparently to be drawn from a
comparison of the two cases is that reality is permissible when fictionalized but
prohibited when real people and actual
people are involved.
Excretory Function vs.
Excretory Function
The Commission has done no better in
explaining which words can be used in
the broadcast context. The March 15
order found that the word bullshit (used
in an NYPD Blue episode as a synonym
for nonsense) is indecent because its
use “invariably invokes a coarse excretory image,” whereas the term pissed
off (meaning annoyed) is a “coarse
expression” but, “in the context presented, [is] not sufficiently vulgar,
graphic, or explicit to support a finding
of patent offensiveness.”
In attempting to distinguish these
words, the Commission conceded in its
analysis that the word “‘piss’ refers to
the act of urination,” but, ignoring all of
the secondary, nonexcretory meanings

it could have attached to the proscribed
word bullshit, found that in context,
piss “is used as a part of a slang expression that means ‘angry.’” Moreover,
“the phrase ‘pissed off’ [does] not
invariably invoke coarse sexual or
excretory images, and in the context
presented [it does not] rise to the level
of offensiveness of the . . . ‘S-Word.’”
The Fatal Flaw of
the Indecency Regime
What is going on here? Is the Commission unaware of the impossibility of the
task it has set for itself of distinguishing
among these cases? Is it unaware of
how jarring it is to see a government
agency casting itself in the role of a
content editor and supercensor? Is it
insensitive to the way it has claimed the
censor’s mantle? Or is the Commission
simply trying conscientiously to do the
job that it thinks the Communications
Act (and those citizens worried about
television content) has imposed upon it?
We think that the problem of the
Commission’s indecency regulation
resides at its base in the inherent limitations of the standard the Commission
employs and in the fact that the standard may literally force the agency to
behave arbitrarily. There is, of course,
much wrong when a federal agency
made up of five government regulators
feels itself free, indeed required, to
make the kind of fine and unprincipled
distinctions on display in the March 15
order, and when it does so without even
a nod to consistency. And there is
something worse going on when the
agency feels itself free or required to
decide on the creative merits of work
protected by the First Amendment.
It is certainly clear that there is no
way for any arbiter, however well-intentioned, to do this job within constitutional limits if the fundamental basis for the
Commission’s indecency test for television remains unchanged. And, however
well-intentioned the Commission may
be, it has simply refused to take on the
task of making the standard clearer. The
Commission has undertaken in each of
the cases before it to decide whether
material offends contemporary community standards for the broadcast medium
and whether the material is, under those

standards, patently offensive. But this
standard is not self-defining, and in the
real world it has not actually guided the
Commission to rational decision making
or helped broadcasters predict how the
Commission will deal with particular
material that might be broadcast.
The problem is that the Commission
has steadfastly refused not only to identify (and perhaps it cannot identify) who,
specifically, is included within the community, but also to explain how it has
measured or can discern the standards
those people would apply. It has made
clear that the community in question is a
national one that does not take account
the differences between audiences in, say,
San Francisco, Omaha, New Orleans, and
Moline. But it has never sought to use
surveys or other quantitative methods to
arrive at any conclusions about that
national community’s standards.
The most it has ever said is that it is
qualified to judge the contemporary
community standards of the broadcast
medium because of its “collective experience and knowledge, developed
through constant interaction with lawmakers, courts, broadcasters, public
interest groups, and ordinary citizens.”11
But that is simply another way of saying, “We will know it when we see it,
because we are comfortable that our
Washington contacts will educate us
sufficiently.” The Commission simply
has not explained how its interactions
with legislators, broadcasters, or ordinary citizens could give it the sufficiently thorough feel for the tastes of
contemporary communities that we
have the right to demand of those presuming to channel First Amendment–
protected speech on the ground that it
offends community standards.
Nor has the Commission taken much
account of how the television audience
actually consumes television content.
Today, 88 percent of viewers of broadcast television pay monthly fees to
receive over-the-air broadcast programming and a substantial amount of other
content via cable or satellite on at least
one of the receivers in their homes.12
There is no reason to believe that as a
viewer seamlessly changes channels
from a broadcast station to a cable network, he is applying different standards
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of expectation to each. The content
from both sources must be considered
to comprise part of the broadcasting
experience in cable and satellite homes.
Because that is so, why are the tastes
and desires for content diversity
expressed by that 88 percent of viewers
not relevant to the Commission’s definition of contemporary community
standards for the broadcast medium?
The FCC has never explained, nor
can it, how it can continue to avoid considering cable and satellite programming
as significantly shaping the standards it
applies to the broadcast context. Of
course, if it were to take that part of the
audience into account in some concrete
way, the basis for most of its decisions
would flat out disappear because cable
and satellite viewers (even those limited
to basic packages) have regular access to
television content that is far more explicit than anything the Commission has
found indecent.
It is hard to escape this straightforward explanation for the Commission’s
decisions: No matter how hard they may
try to suggest otherwise or how much
they may wish to believe otherwise, the
contemporary community is made up
solely of the five Commissioners themselves. The standards on which indecency determinations are based are little
more than the personal tastes of those
Commissioners, as informed in a limited
way by lobbying groups such as the
PTC. Such standards, of course, are
offensive at the very heart of the
First Amendment.
Vague Standards Lead
to Arbitrary Decisions
In essence, the inherent vagueness of
the Commission’s March 15 decisions
makes it clear that the Commission can
fine a broadcaster for airing any material that has even a tangential relationship
to sexual or excretory activity, including words that are plainly not used in a
sexual or excretory context, or depictions that could not reasonably be said
to be harmful to child viewers, the
group intended to be protected against
indecent content. In Without a Trace,
the Commission appeared to be guided
by its conclusion that “a child watching

the program could easily discern that
the teenagers shown in the scene were
engaging in sexual activities.” Because
the Commission defines child for this
purpose as even a seventeen-year-old
viewer, one can only assume that the
mere suggestion in a television program
that sexual activity might occur
between two people is enough to subject a broadcaster to an enforcement
action. Under this standard, a sitcom
showing a man and a woman kissing,
followed by a cut to a commercial
break, could well be sufficient to make
the material eligible for an indecency
determination if it were possible for a
seventeen-year-old to imagine that the
kissing might be intended to imply subsequent off-screen sexual activity.
And it is vagueness and arbitrariness
that produced the different results for
Private Ryan and Godfathers. The
Commissioners clearly recognized that
the soldiers depicted in Private Ryan
probably would have used coarse language during war and could not be
depicted accurately if they were limited to
darn and shucks. But they simply overrode Scorsese’s obvious judgment that his
documentary should give viewers a sense
of the people and culture responsible for
the development of blues music and that
it should do so by letting viewers hear
how they spoke. Scorsese, who, in contrast to the Commission, actually is entitled to claim expertise in these matters,
clearly decided that he could not convey
an understanding of the people and events
in his documentary if the words they
actually used were censored or changed.
It would be reasonable to hope that,
in our system, Scorsese’s judgment
would prevail and that the agency would
exercise some modest restraint before it
censored or channeled his work. And it
should not require much debate to conclude that an indecency policy that, at its
core, restricts speech based on the private tastes of five government officials
simply cannot be sustained.
An Unstable Foundation
How did the Commission end up in this
impossible role, and, more importantly,
how will it escape it? Its policy stems
from the interplay between two statutory
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provisions: 18 U.S.C. § 1464, which
permits the FCC to fine broadcasters for
the utterance of “any obscene, indecent,
or profane language by means of radio
communication,” and Section 326 of the
Communications Act of 1934, which
prohibits the Commission from engaging
in censorship or interfering “with the
right of free speech by means of radio
communications.” The relative weight of
these two interests, broadcasters’ right to
free speech without government censorship and the public’s interest in prohibiting indecent content on radio and television, have long been the subject
of shifting political pressures within
the FCC and intense debate outside of
the Commission.
The present incarnation of the FCC’s
indecency policy dates to 1970, when
the Commission fined an FM radio station for airing an interview with Jerry
Garcia, leader of the band The Grateful
Dead, in which Garcia used the words
shit and fuck. The Commission determined, in the truly nonanalytical fashion that has served as the agency’s
model for the decades of indecency
decisions that followed, that it had
authority to prohibit the use of these
words because the interview’s meaning
would have been just as clear without
the language and because permitting
such language would “undermine the
usefulness of radio to millions.” The
Commission fined the broadcaster
“specifically to prevent any emerging
trend in the broadcast field which
would be inconsistent with the ‘larger
and more effective use of radio.’”13
Barely Upholding the Foundation
That policy was not challenged or tested, however, until 1975, when the
Commission cited the licensee of
another FM radio station for airing
George Carlin’s famous “Seven Dirty
Words” monologue. The broadcaster,
Pacifica Foundation, sued the
Commission, alleging that the FCC
action violated the First Amendment. In
what the Supreme Court later called an
“emphatically narrow” holding, a plurality of the Court in 1978 upheld the
Commission’s action, primarily because
of two unique aspects of the medium:

“(1) the pervasiveness of broadcast
media in the lives of Americans, and
(2) the unique accessibility of broadcast
programming to children.”14
The Court acknowledged in FCC v.
Pacifica Foundation that its decision to
uphold the FCC’s indecency regime
was based heavily on those factors, and
it emphasized that the “content of the
program in which the language is used
will also affect the composition of the
audience, and [that] differences
between radio, television, and perhaps
closed-circuit transmissions, may also
be relevant” to the amount of permissible regulation in each medium.15 The
Court was acutely aware, in other
words, that the approach to indecency
that was appropriate in 1978 for a comedy sketch broadcast on FM radio at 2:00
p.m. is not necessarily appropriate for
other programs or other media such as
television and would very likely not be
the appropriate approach in perpetuity.
In a display of constitutional bravado that could never have been anticipated by the Court when it decided
Pacifica, the Commission has maintained into the twenty-first century substantially the same indecency enforcement regime that it used in the 1970s,
with no reexamination of the Court’s
base finding that broadcasting is
uniquely pervasive and uniquely accessible to children. In all of this time, no
court has reviewed the FCC’s underlying basis for its indecency regime.
In fact, aside from Pacifica, the only
cases that considered indecency at all
were a series of D.C. Circuit decisions
between 1988 and 1995, which did
substantially limit the scope of the
Commission’s authority to regulate
indecent content. 16 In those lawsuits,
brought by a coalition of broadcasters,
industry associations, and public interest groups (identified in decisions by
reference to the first-named plaintiff, the
group Action for Children’s Television
(ACT)), the Commission asserted that its
compelling purpose in regulating broadcast indecency was “supporting parental
supervision of children and more generally [protecting] children’s well being.”17
Ultimately, the court held that the
Commission’s pursuit of these goals did

not justify the imposition of an outright
ban on indecent speech. In the ACT
cases, the D.C. Circuit required the
Commission to implement a “safe harbor” between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.,
during which time indecent programming
could be broadcast without penalty.18
Indecency Regulation After Reno
The Supreme Court recently called both
of the basic rationales for indecency regulation into serious question. In ACLU v.
Reno, the Supreme Court in 1997 invalidated a strikingly similar contemporary
community standard embodied in the
Communications Decency Act’s (CDA)
effort to regulate indecent speech on the
Internet. The Court rejected the CDA and
its contemporary community standards as
unworkably vague and inconsistent with
the First Amendment, finding that the
content-based regulation of speech contained in the CDA created an “obvious
chilling effect on free speech.” Moreover,
the Court emphasized that the CDA was
unconstitutional because it would “effectively suppress[] a large amount of
speech that adults have a constitutional
right to receive and to address to one
another” when other, less-restrictive
methods for protecting children, the
Act’s primary goal, were available.19
It is hard to see how the
Commission’s indecency regime can
survive Reno without significant adjustment. When the Supreme Court decided
Pacifica in 1978, absolute channeling
may have been the only way to prevent
children from hearing sexual content on
the radio. The same cannot be said, however, for broadcast television in 2006.
Today, parents have at their disposal
numerous tools to regulate their children’s television viewing. Entertainment
programming on broadcast television
today includes parental guidance ratings
that identify the age group for which a
program is most appropriate and
describe whether any adult content is
presented. That rating is shown at the
beginning of each program and in printed and electronic program guides.
Parents who choose to restrict their children’s viewing can use the V-chip
included in their television set to limit
the programming that their children can

watch based on this rating. They can
also use equipment such as a cable or
satellite lockbox, or similar third-party
technologies,20 to limit the programming
available to their children.
It is no answer to say that regulation
is still required because people do not
avail themselves of these tools in sufficient numbers. Failure to use the available controls reflects the reality that, for
many, the content available to them and
their children is not unacceptable, that is,
the content is consistent with the contemporary community standards for the
broadcast medium that are supposedly
the Commission’s decisional touchstone.
The Commission has been wrong to

The FCC maintained into
the new century the same
indecency enforcement regime
that it used in the 1970s.
ignore the development of these lessrestrictive alternatives, just as it has been
wrong to ignore the fact that the broadcast audiences’ acceptance of cable programming is a necessary part of the definition of contemporary community standards for broadcasting. As matters stand,
however, the convergence of cable and
broadcast television content in most
homes, and the growth of technology that
can control content available to children,
seem to have led to more, not less,
aggressive indecency enforcement.
Chilling Effect of Indecency Regime
The chilling effect of this errant indecency regime has been apparent in
recent years. For instance, after Private
Ryan was aired twice over two years
without incident, a series of unduly
restrictive indecency rulings in other
cases caused many broadcasters to be
wary of airing it again. When the network and the film’s producer would not
agree to edit some of the language from
the film because it would damage the
artistic merit of the work, sixty-six
ABC affiliates declined to air the program rather than risk indecency fines, a
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decision ultimately rendered unnecessary by the Commission’s subsequent
announcement that Private Ryan passed
its indecency test.
Public broadcasters, too, have been
forced to censor high-quality programming of public importance out of fear of
indecency penalties. In comments recently filed at the FCC, the public broadcasting community has detailed chilling
instances of self-censorship compelled by
the vagueness and arbitrariness of the
Commission’s standard, for example,
whether to edit a Frontline documentary
about the al-Qaeda terrorist network that
included a videotape of the second plane
crashing into the World Trade Center and
an expletive uttered by a horrified
onlooker; an Antiques Roadshow segment
involving a famous fifty-year-old lithograph of a nude celebrity; and an episode
of NOVA that contained dramatic footage
from the Iraq war in which a soldier,
enraged after watching a bomb exploding
near a convoy, used the word fuck as an
intensifier when informing his commander that a nearby Iraqi was lying.21
Next Steps
The Commission’s recent indecency
decisions far exceed the limited authority granted to it in Pacifica. Indeed, its
decisions, read in the context of
Pacifica, raise serious constitutional
questions that the Commission simply
cannot answer. As the Court predicted in
the analogous context of Reno, the ambiguity and standardlessness of this indecency regime has had a substantial chilling effect on First Amendment speech.
On April 14, 2006, the four major
broadcast networks and the four affiliate
associations of those networks filed petitions for review in the United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit,
challenging several of the FCC’s March
15 enforcement decisions that were final
orders as arbitrary and capricious and
contrary to the First Amendment. The
appeals also claim that, to the extent that
the FCC’s approach to indecency was
ever constitutional, technological and
market developments have antiquated the
policy and made it unconstitutional.22
Perhaps the courts reviewing these orders
will find a way to save some elements of

the Commission’s enforcement scheme,
or perhaps they will lay it to rest forever.
But if the Commission wants to take
some control of the issue, it will have
to make a significant course correction
very soon. In order to ensure that viewers can continue to trust their local
broadcasters to provide material of
social importance that is aimed at adult
audiences, we believe that the
Commission must acknowledge that the
indecency policy that it adopted in
1970 is indefensible today, if for no
other reason than because it cannot survive the analysis of the Reno case. At
the least, the Commission needs to start
from scratch with a much more limited
approach to indecency, one that avoids
the strictures of Reno.
That approach, as a content-based regulation of First Amendment speech,
should appropriately place a heavy burden on complainants and the Commission
to demonstrate through the use of quantifiable and verifiable measures that a
broadcaster violated, within its community of license, not some imaginary community of the broadcast medium, but
specific, predefined standards. It is only
in a regime of measurable and verifiable
standards that broadcasters can accommodate any form of indecency policy
and at the same time fully serve the
diverse needs of their communities.
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The De Minimis Doctrine: How Much
Copying Is Too Much?
LEE S. BRENNER AND ALLISON S. ROHRER

How much copying is enough to trigger
liability for copyright infringement? A
thumbnail display of a copyright
owner’s photograph may be enough but
a full size reproduction may not be. It
all depends on how the work is copied.
Recently, the U.S. District Court for
the Central District of California in
Perfect 10 v. Google, Inc., held that a
thumbnail display of a copyright
owner’s photograph was enough to
establish probable liability and granted
in part magazine publisher Perfect 10’s
request for a preliminary injunction to
prohibit Google from displaying
thumbnail images of the magazine’s
photographs of nude women. Google
contended its copying was protected by
the affirmative defense of fair use but
the court disagreed.1
An alternate but similar approach to
the fair use defense, the de minimis
doctrine, exists to identify when enough
copying has occurred to establish liability for copyright infringement.
Although somewhat similar in theory,
this doctrine is separate from the fair
use rubric. Before reaching the question
of whether the use of a copyrighted
work is fair and therefore free from liability, courts consider the threshold
issue of whether the copying was substantial enough to subject the copier to
liability. De minimis copying does not
trigger liability.
When a defendant copies a portion
of a plaintiff’s work but it is obscured
so that the plaintiff’s work is not plainly observable, the copying is likely
within the protective confines of de
minimis use and therefore not actionable. Thus, in September 2005, the
Lee S. Brenner is a partner and Allison S.
Rohrer is an associate at White O’Connor
Curry LLP in Los Angeles. Any opinions
expressed in this article are those of the
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Southern District of New York held
that the use of elements of a plaintiff’s
copyrighted photographs in advertisements for Kate Spade fashion accessories was de minimis in nature and
granted summary judgment without
reaching the issue of fair use.2
By contrast, when a portion of a
copyrighted work has been copied
exactly without any alteration or distortion, thereby leaving the copied material plainly recognizable, courts are more
inclined to find that the copying has
exceeded the de minimis threshold.
Applying this reasoning in another
2005 decision, the Southern District
of New York held a television programmer liable for copying less than 1 percent of a motion picture entitled
Carnegie Hall because the footage
copied was not transformed, altered, or
obscured in any manner.3
This conclusion is not unlike that
reached in Perfect 10, where Google’s
thumbnail displays conveyed the full
expression of the plaintiff’s photographs.
The analysis, however, is different
because de minimis use goes to the
threshold question of whether actionable
copying has occurred, whereas the fair
use analysis arises only after a finding of
otherwise actionable copying.
Recent decisions addressing the de
minimis doctrine are surfacing in courts
across the country, particularly in the
Second Circuit. These decisions involve
a variety of creative materials used in
television, film, advertising, and musical compositions. Whether it is possible
to escape liability for copying depends
on many factors, e.g., from the degree
to which the plaintiff’s material is recognizable in the defendant’s work to
the significance of the copied material
in relation to the plaintiff’s work and in
comparison to the defendant’s work,
and from the protectability of the material copied to the impact that the copying will have on the plaintiff’s market.

Although the factors involved in the
de minimis analysis are many, the
cases surveyed in this article show
emerging standards that promise to
shape the outcome.
Origins of the De Minimis Doctrine
The central purpose of copyright is to
promote artistic creativity for the general public good by granting individual
authors a limited monopoly for their
artistic creations.4 The scope of the limited monopoly has been defined by
striking a balance between the interests
of authors in the control and exploitation of their works and society’s competing interest in the free flow of ideas,
information, and commerce.5
The Copyright Act protects the interests of authors by granting authors the
rights to reproduce their works, prepare
derivative works, distribute copies of
their works, and perform and display
their works publicly.6 These rights are
far-reaching because they are exclusive,
and thus may be freely enjoyed to the
exclusion of all others. Anyone who
violates any of the exclusive rights of
the copyright owner is an infringer of
the copyright.7
Nonetheless, the exclusive rights
granted to copyright owners are not
absolute. Copyright owners may not
hold others liable for infringement for
an insubstantial violation of any one of
their exclusive rights. “This means that
even where the fact of copying is conceded, no legal consequences will follow from that fact unless the copying is
substantial.”8 As Judge Learned Hand
observed long ago: “Even where there
is some copying, that fact is not conclusive of infringement. Some copying is
permitted. In addition to copying, it
must be shown that this has been done
to an unfair extent.”9
The principle that copying must be
substantial to be actionable reflects the
legal maxim “de minimis non curat
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lex,” loosely translated as “the law does
not concern itself with trifles.”10 Thus,
those who cause insubstantial violations
of the rights of others are insulated
from liability.11
The Second Circuit has explained
that the concept of de minimis has a
variety of meanings.12 First, de minimis
can simply mean “a technical violation
of a right so trivial that the law will not
impose legal consequences.”13 This
meaning, however, is rarely applied in
litigation because such circumstances
“involve ‘[q]uestions that never need to
be answered,’” e.g., photocopying a
New Yorker cartoon and placing it upon
a refrigerator for personal amusement.14
Second, de minimis can mean “that
copying has occurred to such a trivial
extent as to fall below the quantitative
threshold of substantial similarity.”15 In
this context, commentators have noted
that “substantial similarity” means the
threshold for determining, after the fact
of copying has been established, that
the “degree of similarity suffices to
demonstrate actionable infringement.”16
Thus, although copying may be established, the copying must be actionable,
i.e., the copying must be “quantitatively
and qualitatively sufficient to support
the legal conclusion that infringement . . .
has occurred.”17 The qualitative component concerns the copying of expression
rather than ideas, and the quantitative
component concerns the observability
of the amount of the copyrighted work
that is copied.18 As the Second Circuit
has explained, because “substantial
similarity” includes a quantitative
component, i.e., the similarity must be
substantial, “it becomes apparent why
the concept of de minimis is relevant
to a defendant’s contention that an
indisputably copied work has not
been infringed.”19
Third, the de minimis concept can be
applied in the context of the fair use
defense, which considers, among other
factors, “the amount and substantiality
of the portion used in relation to the
copyrighted work.”20 The Second
Circuit, however, has cautioned against
this application of the de minimis concept, reasoning that if the use is truly
so insubstantial in the offending work as

to fall below the threshold for actionable
copying, then there should be no threshold finding of infringement, and the fair
use analysis need not be invoked.21 For
this reason, courts typically apply the de
minimis doctrine first to determine
whether actual copying has occurred
before resorting to traditional copyright
defenses such as fair use.22 At least one
district court, the Northern District of
Illinois, has rejected the assertion of
a de minimis use on the grounds that
this argument applies only in the context of fair use.23 In any event, if the
use exceeds the de minimis threshold,
arguably it could nonetheless be protected by the fair use defense because the
fair use inquiry involves factors beyond
just the amount of copying.24
How Much Is Too Much?
The de minimis doctrine arises where
the facts show that there has been
exact copying by the defendant but the
similarity between the plaintiff and
the defendant’s works, while literal, is
not substantial, “that is, the fundamental substance, or skeleton or overall
scheme, of the plaintiff’s work has not
been copied.”25 As Professor Nimmer
explains, this analysis can, essentially,
be viewed as a value judgment: “If
so much is taken that the value of the
original is sensibly diminished, or the
labors of the original author are substantially to an injurious extent appropriated by another, that is sufficient
in point of law to constitute a piracy
pro tanto.”26
This principle, although helpful,
begs the questions “When is the value
of the original ‘sensibly diminished’?”
and “When is the copying ‘substantially
injurious’?” Simply put, how much is
too much?
The Kate Spade Case
One of the most recent cases confirming the continuing viability of the de
minimis doctrine involved photographs
of feet under a bathroom stall. In Bill
Diodato Photography, LLC v. Kate
Spade, LLC,27 an advertising campaign
for a fashionable accessory brand, Kate
Spade, was the basis of a copyright
claim. The plaintiff, a photographer,
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sued for alleged copying of his photograph in the advertising campaign.
Each of the parties’ photographs depicted a woman’s feet, toes pointed inward,
as she sits on a toilet seat, and both
showcase high fashion shoes worn by
the woman with a sleek handbag to the
left of the woman’s left foot.28
Focusing on a single element of the
photographs, i.e., the similar placement
of the handbag, the court found that
even actual copying of that element
would be de minimis.29 The court
explained that the placement of the
handbag was “incidental” to Kate
Spade’s photograph and, as such, even
if there were proof that actual copying
occurred, it was “so trivial” as to make
it not actionable.30 Relying in part upon
its finding that even actual copying
would have been of a de minimis
nature, the court granted summary
judgment in favor of Kate Spade and
dismissed the plaintiff’s copyright
infringement claim.31
The Beastie Boys Case
The de minimis doctrine also can apply
to the copying of musical compositions.
In Newton v. Diamond,32 the plaintiff,
an avant-garde jazz flutist and composer, claimed that the defendants, members of the rap and hip-hop group
Beastie Boys, used three notes of the
plaintiff’s musical composition in their
hit song Pass the Mic. Determining that
a use is de minimis “only if the average
audience would not recognize the
appropriation,” the Ninth Circuit held
that the three notes in the Beastie Boys’
song was not sufficient to sustain a
claim for infringement.33
The court focused on whether the
material that was copied was significant
to the plaintiff’s work. The three-note
sequence appeared only once in the
composition of the Beastie Boys’ “Pass
the Mic” and amounted to about 2 percent of the plaintiff’s four-minute song.
On this basis, the court concluded that
the notes were quantitatively insignificant to the plaintiff’s work. Moreover,
the court concluded that the notes were
qualitatively insignificant because they
did not represent the “heart or the hook”
of the plaintiff’s composition. As a

result, the average audience would not
recognize the plaintiff’s musical composition from the Beastie Boys’
use of the sample.34
The Seven Case
In Sandoval v. New Line Cinema Corp.,
the producer of the motion picture
Seven was sued for copyright infringement when ten of the plaintiff’s copyrighted photographs appeared in the
movie without the plaintiff’s permission.35 The Second Circuit affirmed the
dismissal of the plaintiff’s copyright
infringement action on summary judgment, even though it was undisputed
that copies of the plaintiff’s copyrighted photographs had been used in the
film with no license from the plaintiff.
Although affirming the district
court’s entry of summary judgment, the
Second Circuit criticized the lower
court’s reasoning, explaining that a fair
use analysis is both unnecessary and
improper unless and until a determination is first made that the alleged
infringement is not de minimis.36 The
Second Circuit found that the plaintiff’s
various pictures appeared in the movie
but were only “briefly visible,” appeared
only for several seconds, were primarily out of focus, were in the “background,” were “often obstructed,” and
were “barely discernable.”37 The court
also noted that the works appeared only
“fleetingly,” in an “obscured,” “virtually
unidentifiable” manner.38 On that record,
the Second Circuit found that New Line
had demonstrated that the copying was
trivial and not actionable and thus
upheld the district court’s dismissal of
the lawsuit.39
Children’s Television
Programming Cases
The owner and copyright holder of
episodes of the Barney and Friends
children’s television show, which features the popular six-foot purple
dinosaur named Barney, raised the de
minimis doctrine in Frank Schaffer
Publications, Inc. v. Lyons Partnership,
L.P.40 In that case, the plaintiff was the
creator of instructional charts and other
educational materials designed for display on classroom bulletin boards. The

setting of Barney’s television show,
Barney and Friends, was a classroom
set that included the normal accoutrements of such classrooms, such as a
desk, a globe, an American flag, and a
blackboard. Pertinent here, as part of
the setting, it also included several
charts and educational decorations that
were indisputably the plaintiff’s works.
Denying the plaintiff’s request for a
preliminary injunction to enjoin the distribution of allegedly offending
episodes of the show, the court found
that the defendant used the plaintiff’s
works only as “‘set dressing’ to create a
realistic classroom set and atmosphere.”
The court further explained that the
plaintiff’s works appeared only “in a
fleeting and incidental manner,” were
often not in focus, were frequently
obscured in part by Barney and the
(other) actors, and, in many instances,
were discernible only by freeze-framing. Thus, the ordinary observer would
not recognize the illustrations as originating from the plaintiff.
Based upon these findings, and
despite the clear use of the plaintiff’s
works by the defendant, the court held
that the plaintiff failed to demonstrate a
likelihood of success on the merits of
its copyright infringement claim. First,
the court held that where only parts
of the works were discernible by the
ordinary observer, such use was “de
minimis and noninfringing” because
even literal copying of an insignificant
portion of a plaintiff’s work is not
copyright infringement.
Second, with respect to the show’s
entirely discernible use of the plaintiff’s
work in some instances, the court found
that the use, even if not de minimis,
was protected by the doctrine of fair
use. The court reasoned that the defendant was not profiting from using the
plaintiff’s works because the works
were “barely noticeable,” and, as such,
the inclusion of the works on the television program would have no effect on
the success of Barney and Friends.
Moreover, although it noted that
Barney’s show had an educational
purpose, the court explained that the
“single most important element” to
finding fair use was that the defendant’s

use of the plaintiff’s works would have
zero effect upon the potential market
for or value of the works and, as such,
precluded any showing of injury to
the plaintiff.
Similarly, in Mura v. Columbia
Broadcasting System, Inc.,41 the defendants were the broadcasters of The
Captain Kangaroo Show. On one
show, they broadcast an image of plaintiff’s copyrighted hand puppets for
approximately thirty-five seconds even
though they had not secured the plaintiff’s permission to do so.42 During
those thirty-five seconds, the puppets
were manipulated to the accompaniment of a barn-dance recording but
“were not featured as the principal
objects of attention,” who, not surpris-

The purpose of copyright is to
promote artistic creativity by
granting authors a limited
monopoly for their works.

ingly, were Captain Kangaroo and
Mr. Green Jeans.43 Indeed, the court
repeatedly noted that the puppets were
used in an “incidental” manner and
were subordinate to the main action
on the screen.
Finally, the court held that the doctrine of fair use applied, particularly in
light of “perhaps the most important”
factor in the fair use analysis, i.e., that
the defendants’ use was not intended to
interfere with the market for the copyrighted article.44 The court explained
that the exhibition on television would
not harm the sales of the hand puppets.45
For these reasons, the court dismissed
the plaintiff’s complaint.
The Farrah Fawcett Poster Case
In Pro Arts, Inc. v. Hustler Magazine,
Inc.,46 the plaintiff, the creator of a
famous Farrah Fawcett poster, sued the
defendants, who were associated with
the publication of Hustler and Slam
magazines, for copyright infringement.
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The defendants published a magazine
advertisement, titled “Save This Child
from the Seventies,” which contained,
in the background, the plaintiff’s poster.
In an unpublished opinion, the Sixth
Circuit held that the defendants’ use of
the poster was a fair use. In so finding,
the court noted that the plaintiff’s
poster in the defendants’ advertisement
had been “reduced to the size of a
postage stamp,” was only a small fraction of the size of the original poster,
and comprised only a small portion of
the advertisement overall.47 The court

The de minimus doctrine
involves literal, but not
substantial, copying
by the defendant.
further explained that the “most important” and “indeed, central” factor was
the fact that the defendants’ use of the
poster had no effect on the potential
market or value of the poster.
The Dental Illustration Case
Illustrating that the de minimis doctrine
arises in multiple contexts, the Sixth
Circuit in Gordon v. Nextel Communications48 recently upheld this argument in a case involving a medical
artist’s dental illustrations of root canal
and bridge procedures.49 The defendants, Nextel and its advertising
agency, used the plaintiff’s illustrations
in a television commercial for Nextel’s
two-way text messaging.50 The commercial depicted a patient in a dentist
chair with the illustrations in the
background.51
In support of its claim, the plaintiff
analogized to the regulations issued
by the Librarian of Congress, which
provide for royalties to be paid by
public broadcasting entities for use of
published pictorial and visual works.52
The plaintiff contended that both illustrations were shown for more than the
three seconds required by the regulations. The court found this argument

unpersuasive. Having viewed the commercial, the court determined that the
copying was insubstantial. The bridge
illustration, which appeared for 10.6
seconds, was never in focus and
appeared only as distant background.
Similarly, the root canal illustration,
which appeared for 7.3 seconds twice
in close-ups, was shown very briefly,
and the focus was on noncoprightable
words.53
On these facts, although the reproduction exceeded the threshold amount
that would require payment of royalties
for public broadcasters, the Sixth
Circuit concluded that the copying was
within the confines of de minimis use,
specifically reasoning that the illustrations “appear fleetingly and are primarily out of focus.”54 On this basis, the
court affirmed summary judgment in
favor of Nextel.55
The Performance Manual Case
In Neal Publications v. F & W
Publications, Inc.,56 the publishers of
a terminology manual that equips
employers with phrases and techniques
for assessing and describing an employee’s performance brought a motion for
preliminary injunction against a competitor for copyright infringement. The
plaintiff contended that its competitor
copied from its manual forty topic
headings and more than 100 words,
terms, and phrases.57
Central to the court’s denial of the
plaintiff’s motion for preliminary
injunction was the qualitative unimportance of the plaintiff’s material that the
defendant copied vis-à-vis the plaintiff’s copyrighted material as a whole.58
The copied portion represented only a
“small fraction of the contents of plaintiffs’ manual.”59 In this regard, the court
noted that even if the copying had
exceeded the de minimis threshold, the
competitor had not taken so much
“‘that the value of the original is sensibly diminished, or the labors of the
original author are substantially to an
injurious extent appropriated by another.’”60 Further bolstering its holding, the
court looked to the nature of the work
at issue and determined it was “rather
commonplace” and thus entitled to less
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protection: “the work uses adjectival
and adverbial words, terms, and phrases
that, on the whole, appear to be rather
commonplace” and “generic.”61
Too Much Copying
Although the foregoing cases suggest
that the scope of nonactionable copying
may be broader than one would expect,
it certainly has its limits, as the following cases demonstrate.
The Carnegie Hall Case
One of the most recent decisions
analyzing the de minimis doctrine is
Video-Cinema Films, Inc. v. Lloyd E.
Rigler-Lawrence E. Deutsch
Foundation.62 The defendant was a
nonprofit private foundation, which
prepares and distributes via satellite a
program called Classic Arts Showcase
to public television stations, cable channels, and other users.63 The Showcase
was a compilation of video clips taken
from a range of arts performances. The
foundation had nothing but philanthropic motives: “to bring the classic arts
experience to the largest audience possible by providing video clips of the
arts in hopes that [it] may tempt [the
viewer] to go out and feast from the
buffet of arts available in your community.”64 The foundation does not pay
licensing fees but instead culls excerpts
from a library of visual materials donated to the foundation by artists and cultural institutions.65
The plaintiff held the exclusive television rights in a motion picture entitled Carnegie Hall.66 The length of the
picture was 136 minutes. The plot followed the musical aspirations of a
mother, who worked at Carnegie Hall,
for her son, who eventually performed
at the venue.67 The film included a
series of live performances by wellknown classical artists, which performances were staged specifically for the
movie. One of them featured the opera
singer Lily Pons singing “The Bell
Song.” The total length of this performance was five minutes and eight seconds, less than 5 percent of the film.68
The defendants copied a portion of
the Pons performance in the Showcase
program.69 Comparing the motion pic-

ture Carnegie Hall with the excerpt of
the picture that was reproduced in the
Showcase, the court concluded there
was “approximately one minute of
unaltered performance footage” that is
identical. Thus, the defendant copied
less than 1 percent of the film, but the
copying was verbatim, i.e., the footage
was not transformed, altered, or obscured
in any manner. On these facts, the court
found that the copying exceeded the de
minimis threshold and granted the plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment.70
Having rejected the defendants’ de
minimis argument, the court reached the
issue of fair use and found the use likely
to adversely impact the value and market
for licensing the performance clips. The
court rejected the defense on that basis.71
The Manhattan Skyline Case
Silberman v. Innovation Luggage, Inc.72
concerned a black and white photograph of the lower Manhattan skyline

and the Brooklyn Bridge taken at dusk
from a vantage point in Brooklyn
(“Manhattan Skyline Photograph”). The
plaintiff/photographer, who made his
living selling his photographis, granted
a Swiss company the exclusive license
to sell reproductions of this photograph
as posters.73 The defendant, the owner
of several retail luggage stores in
New York City and surrounding states,
received a copy of a catalogue that
included “Manhattan Skyline
Photograph.”74 Without obtaining any
permission from the plaintiff or its
exclusive licensee, the manager of
visual displays for the luggage store
scanned a portion of “Manhattan
Skyline Photograph” from the center
of the image and then enlarged the
scanned portion and created posters to
display in all of its retail stores.75 The
photographer himself discovered the
display while walking by one of the
stores and thereafter sued for copyright

How Much is Too Much?
At first glance, it may appear that no meaningful distinction exists between the
cases in which the copying was held to be de minimis and nonactionable, and
the cases in which the copying was held to give rise to an infringement claim.
A closer look, however, reveals a number of factors that shape the outcome:
• How noticeable is the material copied? Is it in the background or the foregrÏound? Can it be described as “barely noticeable” or “virtually unidentifiable” or “briefly visible” or “plainly observable”?
• Just how observable or recognizable is the material copied? Is it in focus or
is it obscured? Are the works discernible only by freeze-framing?
• What is the duration of the use? Is it fleeting? How many seconds? How
many seconds in comparison to the defendant’s work as a whole?
• Is the material copied a substantial portion of the plaintiff’s work?
• How important are the plaintiff’s materials to the defendant’s work? What
percentage of the defendant’s work do they comprise? Can the use be
described as “incidental”?
• What is the prominence of the plaintiff’s materials in the defendant’s work?
• How original, or “protectable,” is the material copied under
the Copyright Act?
• What about intent? Is the defendant trying to make a profit by using the
plaintiff’s materials? Is the use of the plaintiff’s material having an effect
upon the success of the defendant’s work?
• Can the copyright owner point to some actual injury to his own market in
connection with the unauthorized copying?
• Does the nature and amount of the copying suggest that royalties would be
required under the regulations of the Librarian of Congress?

infringement, among other claims.76
Having admitted to copying the
photographer’s “Manhattan Skyline
Photograph,” the luggage store argued
that it used only a “small portion” of
the photograph and that a “lay observer
would not recognize the similarity.”77
The court disagreed: “[E]ven though
only a relatively small portion of the
photograph was copied, that portion is
a central and significant element of the
copyrighted work,” i.e., the central part
of the skyline in the center of the photograph.78 Unlike the copied material in
the Seven case, where the work was
“out of focus in the background of a
film scene and virtually unintelligible
to the ‘average lay observor,’” the
unauthorized partial copy of “Manhattan
Skyline Photograph” was “clearly visible to any observer” of the luggage
store’s displays.79 Even the grainier
texture and reduced tonality of the photograph as displayed, the court noted,
failed to alter this conclusion. The lay
observer, the court explained, if confronted with the Manhattan Skyline
Photograph and the partial copy,
“would have little trouble recognizing
the source of the copy.”
The court was further persuaded by
the protectable elements that comprised
the photographer’s work.80 That is, the
unauthorized reproduction included elements clearly protected by copyright
law, i.e., the very angle of view and
compositional elements that the photographer selected in making his photograph, not just the subject matter of the
photograph.81 Accordingly, the court
rejected the de minimis argument and
granted the photographer’s motion for
summary judgment on liability.
The Story Quilt Case
In Ringgold v. Black Entertainment
Television, Inc.,82 the plaintiff was a
successful contemporary artist who created a work of art entitled Church
Picnic Story Quilt, which embodies an
artistic form called “story quilt design”
and consists of a painting, a handwritten text, and quilting fabric, which
together communicate parables. This
quilt conveys aspects of the AfricanAmerican experience in the early
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1900s. A painting on the quilt depicts a
Sunday school picnic held by a Baptist
church in Georgia in 1909. The painting is surrounded by twelve numbered
panels containing a text written in the
idiomatic dialect of the era. The plaintiff granted a museum in Atlanta,
Georgia, the nonexclusive license to
sell poster reproductions of the work.83
A division of HBO produced a television sitcom entitled ROC, which featured a middle-class African-American
family living in Baltimore. One episode
included a Church Picnic poster as set
decoration. In one scene, a portion of the
poster is displayed nine times. Each display ranges from 1.86–4.16 seconds,
totaling 16.75 seconds.84 The episode
was aired on BET, and thereafter the
artist sued HBO and BET for copyright

License fees are required
for use of a copyrighted
visual work as background
in a television program.
infringement, among other claims. HBO
and BET moved for summary judgment,
based in part on the de minimis doctrine
and fair use, and the artist cross-moved
for a preliminary injunction to prevent
further display of her art in the sitcom.
The court granted the defendants’
motion, and the plaintiff appealed.
After viewing the episode, the
Second Circuit determined that in the
longest segment, between four and five
seconds, nearly all of the poster, at least
80 percent, was visible.85 The poster was
not in perfect focus, but it was positioned close enough to the characters
that the poster was “plainly observable.”
“The brevity of the segment and the lack
of perfect focus precluded identification
of the details of the work, but the twodimensional aspect of the figures and the
bold colors are seen in sufficient clarity
to suggest a work somewhat in the style
of Grandma Moses.”86 The court found
that the other segments, although of lesser duration or a smaller portion of the
work, create a “repetitive effect that

reinforces the visual effect of the observable four-to-five second segment.” The
court found that the amount of copying
was not quantitatively de minimis.87
With respect to the qualitative assessment, the defendants argued that no protectable aspects of the artist’s expression
were discernible because the viewer
saw no more than a “vague stylized
painting.”88 The Second Circuit disagreed, concluding that the defendants
crossed the de minimis threshold because
the painting component of the poster was
recognizable as a painting and with sufficient detail that the observer could discern the artist’s characteristically colorful, virtually two-dimension style.89
In reaching this holding, the Second
Circuit found it helpful to analogize to
the regulations issued by the Librarian
of Congress, the very same regulations
that failed to persuade the Sixth Circuit
in Gordon.90 These regulations require
payment of a license fee for use of a
copyrighted visual work as background
in a television program; “background”
display is any display that is less than
full screen for three seconds or less.91 If
the ROC episode were subject to these
regulations, the court concluded, the
artist would be entitled to a background
license fee.
With respect to fair use, the court
found that the amount of substantiality
of the use could favor the defendants,
notwithstanding that the use exceeded
the de minimis threshold. Nonetheless,
the court found that fair use ultimately
turned on the effect of the use on the
plaintiff’s potential market for or value
of the work. In this regard, the district
court had improperly determined
whether the use would impact the plaintiff’s poster sales when all she needed
to show was the likelihood of developing a market for licensing her work as
set decoration.92 The Second Circuit
remanded the case to the district court
for further consideration of this element
of the fair use defense.
The X-Men Case
Following Ringgold, the Southern
District of New York in Twentieth
Century Fox Film Corp. v. Marvel
Enterprises, Inc.93 rejected the defen-
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dants’ invocation of the de minimis
doctrine in a case involving the motion
picture X-Men.94 In that case, plaintiff
Fox alleged that the defendants were
liable for copyright infringement
because they had, among other things,
used portions of Fox’s X-Men film and
X-Men trailers in advertisements for
their television series entitled Mutant X.
Although the defendants essentially
admitted use of Fox’s materials, they
argued that the use did not constitute
infringement under the de minimis doctrine or the fair use doctrine.
First, the district court rejected the
defendants’ attempt to characterize the
infringement as de minimis.95
Explaining that the real issue is the
“observability of the copied work” in
the defendant’s work, the court pointed
to several factors that a court should
consider in determining whether the use
is de minimis—the length of time the
copied work is observable, the focus,
lighting, camera angles, prominence,
and what fraction of the defendants’
work is made up of the plaintiff’s materials.96 Although the defendants’ use
of Fox’s materials appeared for only
three seconds or less, the court found
that the defendants’ works appeared
prominently and were plainly observable to the lay viewer because ten clips
of the X-Men film appeared in the
defendants’ very short advertisement.
In other words, the defendants’ advertising video was short in duration so
the infringing materials collectively
made up “a large percentage” of the
defendants’ work.97
Second, after rejecting the defendants’ argument that their copying of
X-Men was de minimis, the court also
rejected the defendants’ assertion of the
fair use defense.98 The court explained
that the following elements weighed
against a finding of fair use: the defendants’ use of the X-Men clips was for
commercial use; and the X-Men material comprised, collectively, more than
25 percent of the defendants’ very short
advertising tapes.99 Next, giving short
shrift to what Judge Real of the Central
District of California called the “single
most important element” of a fair use
analysis, the court simply provided its

bare conclusion that Fox’s market for
excerpts of its X-Men film and trailers
would be negatively affected by the
defendants’ use of the infringing clips
without a license.100 Specifically, the
court concluded that Fox should have
the right to license its own excerpts,
and, as such, the defendants’ use of
Fox’s materials without a license would
necessarily affect Fox’s profits in the
licensing market.101
Of course, if profitability is the test,
it is difficult to imagine a scenario
where a plaintiff’s “licensing market”
would not be negatively affected, even
when the copying is only de minimis.
In any event, the court granted Fox’s
motion for a preliminary injunction to
prevent the defendants’ from using
video clips from the X-Men film.102
Determining Factors
When actual copying has transpired, the
factors listed in the sidebar on page 13
should enable parties to a copyright
infringement case, both plaintiffs and
defendants, to assess the merits of their
positions realistically. Nonetheless,
given the fact-specific nature of the
cases surveyed, it cannot be predicted
with certainty just how much copying is
too much copying and how much is de
minimis. To borrow a phrase from the
late Justice Potter Stewart, used in 1964
in an entirely different context but perhaps equally applicable here, it is possible that a court simply “will know it
when it sees it.”
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Falun Gong, International Law,
and the First Amendment
KEVIN W. GOERING AND KESARI RUZA

Can a foreign journalist be held liable
in the United States for speech in a foreign land that encourages violence
against a defined ethnic or religious
group but that would be protected
under the First Amendment? Two class
action lawsuits in the United States by
Falun Gong followers against Chinese
media defendants may answer that
question. In these two cases, the plaintiffs claim violations of international
law as a result of speech that allegedly
encourages abuse, detention, torture,
and deaths of Falun Gong followers in
the People’s Republic of China (PRC).
The first action, Chen Gang v. Zhao
Zhizhen, was filed in 2004 in the U.S.
District Court for the District of
Connecticut.1 The defendant in that
action, Zhao Zhizhen, is identified in the
complaint as “a Standing Member of the
Executive Council of the China AntiCult Association [(CACA)] since
November 2000” and the “former Chief
of Wuhan Radio and TV Broadcasting
Bureau (WRTB)” as well as the “former
Executive Director of [the] Wuhan TV
station.”2 The second action, Gang Chen
v. China Central Television [(CCTV)]: a
P.R.C. State Instrumentality, was filed in
January 2006 in the U.S. District Court
for the Southern District of New York
against the Chinese national television
station CCTV.3
The plaintiffs in both cases are representatives of a putative class of Falun
Gong practitioners who have or are currently residing in China or have visited
China and who have been allegedly
subjected to various forms of persecution and abuse there.4
Falun Gong (also known as Falun
Dafa) is a practice that, according to its
Kevin W. Goering is a member of
Sheppard, Mullin, Richter & Hampton
LLP. Kesari Ruza is an associate in
Sheppard Mullin’s New York office. The
views expressed herein are solely those
of the authors.

practitioners, blends aspects of Taoism,
Buddhism, and the meditation techniques of qigong (a traditional martial
art) based upon the teachings of Li
Hongzhi.5 According to its detractors,
Falun Gong is a spiritual group founded
by Li Hongzhi, a leader who claims
divine powers and demands “absolute
devotion from his followers.”6 Falun
Gong was banned by the Chinese government in the wake of the events of
April 1999, when thousands of Falun
Gong followers held a protest and surrounded the leadership compound in
Beijing. Since then, the Chinese government has reportedly pursued a repressive
crackdown on Falun Gong followers.7
Allegations and Relief Sought
in U.S. Courts
The Zhizhen complaint alleges at
length, and in detail, horrible accounts
of torture endured by the plaintiffs at
the hands of PRC governmental figures
in detention camps and elsewhere. The
crux of the class allegations against
Zhizhen is that, in his capacity as chief
of WRTB and as executive director of
Wuhan TV Station, Zhizhen allegedly
incited, aided, and abetted PRC government-sponsored torture and persecution
of Falun Gong practitioners.
According to the complaint,
[t]he Defendant, under color of law,
played, and continues to play, a major
role in seeking to suppress and eradicate the practice of and belief in Falun
Gong through a consistent and thoroughgoing, and an extensively and
brutally applied, illegal and unofficial
pattern and practice, of demonizing
Falun Gong practitioners (as traitors,
criminals, liars, mentally unstable,
enemies of the state) in order to incite
and instigate security officials in, inter
alia, police stations, labor camps, mental hospitals to arbitrarily detain, brutally assault, torture, or exterminate
those who are not “transformed” and
renounce their beliefs.8

The Falun Gong plaintiffs compare
Zhizhen’s alleged anti–Falun Gong
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broadcasts and propaganda to the media
tactics used “in Nazi Germany during
the Second World War, [and] in
Rwanda, during the genocide of the
Tutsi by the Hutu.”9 According to the
complaint, the propaganda seeks to justify “Falun Gong’s violent elimination.”10
The complaint describes specific
incidents and acts committed by the
Chinese police and other government
officials against the plaintiffs.11 The
allegations connecting Zhizhen to the
torture and persecution of Falun Gong
practitioners are much more attenuated.
The complaint alleges in conclusory
terms that Zhizhen “personally, and in
cooperation with others, planned, instigated, ordered, authorized, incited or
aided and abetted police, labor camp,
and other security forces to commit the
abuses suffered by Plaintiffs.”12 The
Zhizhen complaint alleges only generally, however, that Zhizhen played a central role in producing and airing
anti–Falun Gong material13 and that
these TV shows were produced to provide the Jiang regime with propaganda
demonizing Falun Gong’s leader,14 denigrating its spiritual practice,15 and characterizing its practitioners as violent
and dangerous criminals.16
The complaint alleges that the torture of Falun Gong followers occurred
in the same geographical areas17 where
PRC police and security forces viewed
the broadcasts and the CACA website:
The CACA website, moreover, as the
official source, reference and medium
for the display of all anti-Falun material, is also viewed and used by police
and other security forces not only in
the cities of Beijing and Wuhan, but
also in China at large. . . .18
Aired many times a day, on all prime
time Chinese Central TV Station
(CCTV) network stations in China,
on WRTB (in Wuhan and Beijing)–in
labor camps, in re-education camps,
in prisons, military compounds and
bases, and police stations, since June
of 1999, this and similar propaganda

efforts directed by the Defendant have
created a climate of hatred and violence, and conditions of life, calculated to bring about the destruction and
eradication of the belief in and practice of Falun Gong, and/or the torture
and extermination of its practitioners.19

Significantly, however, the Zhizhen
complaint does not allege that any specific police officer or security official
actually viewed the TV shows or the
CACA website before committing acts
of torture against Falun Gong adherents.
The CCTV complaint in the
Southern District of New York is nearly
identical to the Zhizhen complaint: it
defines the same plaintiff class and
seeks the same relief for the same incidents of torture. Indeed, many of the
paragraphs are copied verbatim from
the Zhizhen complaint. Like Zhizhen,
CCTV is alleged to have been instrumental in the PRC’s official campaign,
instituted in or about 2001, to increase
its efforts to eradicate Falun Gong:
In this capacity [as the mouthpiece
of the Chinese Communist Party],
Defendant CCTV plays a leading role
in establishing and carrying out a
campaign to discredit the Falun Gong
movement and its practitioners, to
justify, motivate and incite the harsh
measures of repression taken against
them–aimed at their transformation,
and, if necessary, extermination. This
includes not only the programs they
produce on TV, but the information
displayed on the CCTV website and
the CCTV song used co-extensively
to transform, indoctrinate and, if
necessary exterminate adherents
of the practice.20

Once again, the Falun Gong plaintiffs seek to hold a media defendant
liable for violations of international
treaty-based law and customary international law, including the Convention
Against Torture, the Genocide
Convention, and the Right to Life under
Article 6 of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).21
In December 2004, defendant
Zhizhen filed a motion to dismiss the
Zhizhen case on the grounds, among
other things, that the plaintiffs are
attempting to use U.S. courts to punish
journalism, which is speech protected
by the First Amendment.22 In response,
Terri E. Marsh, a lawyer representing
the plaintiffs in the Connecticut suit,

was reported in the press to have said,
“It’s not a free speech case. . . . It’s a
torture case.”23 The motion to dismiss
remains sub judice.
Although there have been numerous
reports from the United Nations and
other human rights groups that have
confirmed the ongoing persecution and
torture of Falun Gong members in the
PRC,24 the question courts in the United
States must answer is whether these
foreign media defendants can be held
liable, based solely upon their dissemination of anti–Falun Gong programming through the media, for the torture
of persons they have never actually
come physically into contact with or of
whose individual existence they may
not even know.
Choice of Law and Public Policy
The defendant in Zhizen argues that
even if the Falun Gong plaintiffs can
state a claim under the various international laws upon which they seek a
remedy, the U.S. courts hearing these
cases cannot apply those laws in such a
way as to conflict with settled First
Amendment principles. In support of
that proposition, the defendant cites to a
line of cases where courts either have
refused to recognize foreign libel judgments because doing so would be antithetical to the First Amendment protection that would be accorded to the
defendants in the United States or have
refused to apply foreign law without
also applying the First Amendment.25
In DeRoburt v. Gannett Co.,26 for
example, the court applied foreign libel
law to speech that occurred abroad but
recognized it would do so only insofar
as the foreign law was consistent with
the First Amendment. More recently,
the Southern District of New York
refused to enforce a French copyright
judgment as violative of American public policy under the First Amendment.27
In both complaints and in the Falun
Gong plaintiffs’ brief in opposition to
Zhizhen’s motion to dismiss, plaintiffs
rely heavily on Prosecutor v. Ferdinand
Nahimana, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza &
Hassan Ngeze28 to support their argument that the media defendants can be
held liable for incitement to commit

genocide and other violations of international human rights law.29 In the
Nahimana case, the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)
held the founders of a Rwandan radio
station and the owner and editor-inchief of a Rwandan newspaper guilty
of genocide, direct and public incitement to commit genocide, and other
crimes against humanity. The ICTR
held that the media speech of these
defendants was the impetus, at least
in part, for the genocide of approximately 800,000 Rwandans, mostly
Tutsis, and imposed a life sentence
on all three defendants.30
In the Nahimana case, the ICTR
based its ruling on a broad causal theory:
the inciting speech does not have to be
the direct cause of any specific acts.
Causation is satisfied if the target speech
“poisoned the atmosphere” with some

The Falun Gong plaintiffs
seek to hold a Chinese
media defendant liable
in a U.S. court , , ,
sort of “call to arms.”31 Satisfying the
causation standard enunciated by the
ICTR would probably not alone be sufficient to take the Rwandan defendants’
speech outside First Amendment protection under U.S. precedent in the areas of
incitement and true threats. Nonetheless,
a U.S. court might have reached the
same conclusion as the ICTR on the
extreme factual record in that case.32
Incitement Law in the United States
In Brandenburg v. Ohio,33 the Supreme
Court ruled that the First Amendment
protects speech that advocates violence
as long as the speech is not directed to
inciting “imminent lawless action” and
is not likely to incite or produce such
action. Later cases have consistently
affirmed that speech rising to the level
of incitement, as defined in Brandenburg,
is not entitled to constitutional protection but courts have seldom found
speech, even overt calls to violence,
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sufficient to rise to a level of incitement
such that it is unprotected.
In N.A.A.C.P. v. Claiborne Hardware
Co., for example, the Supreme Court
found that the “emotionally charged
rhetoric” of Charles Evers, a leader in
an NAACP-organized boycott of white
businesses in Claiborne County,
Mississippi, “did not transcend the
bounds of protected speech set forth in
Brandenburg.”34 The Court held that
statements in Evers’s speeches that

. . . but imposing civil liability
would appear to run afoul
of the First Amendment.

boycott violators would be “disciplined” amounted to “threats of vilification or social ostracism,” which were
constitutionally protected and beyond
the reach of a damages award.35
Although the Court did find actual evidence of violence against black members of the community that violated the
boycott, it ruled that Evers’s speech did
not exceed the bounds of protection
because there was no evidence, apart
from the speeches themselves, that
Evers authorized, ratified, or directly
threatened acts of violence.36 Nor was
there any evidence that any acts of violence followed closely on the heels of
any of Evers’s speeches.
True Threats Are Not Protected
More recently, in Planned Parenthood
v American Coalition of Life Activists
(ACLA), (the Nuremberg Files case),37
four physicians and two health clinics
brought suit under the Freedom of
Access to Clinics Entrances Act
(FACE),38 claiming they were targeted
with threats by ACLA.39 The three
threats at issue—two posters identifying abortion providers under the words
GUILTY in large bold letters, followed
by other legends such as CRIMES
AGAINST HUMANITY and ABORTIONIST, and the Nuremberg Files

website—identified abortion providers
by name and included specific information such as their addresses, phone
numbers, and photographs.40 After a
trial, the jury returned a verdict in the
plaintiffs’ favor, and the trial court
enjoined ACLA from publishing the
posters and providing other information
on its Nuremberg Files website.41
A panel of the Ninth Circuit upheld
the trial court’s determination. The
Ninth Circuit reheard the case en banc
and analyzed ACLA’s speech under
true threats jurisprudence42 to determine
whether the jury verdict comported
with First Amendment principles.
Analyzing the Watts v. United States43
case and subsequent Ninth Circuit true
threats cases, the en banc majority in
ACLA defined true threat as “a statement which, in the entire context and
under all the circumstances, a reasonable
person would foresee would be interpreted by those to whom the statement is
communicated as a serious expression of
intent to inflict bodily harm upon the person.”44 Applying this definition of a true
threat to ACLA’s posters and website,
the Ninth Circuit upheld the jury’s determination, finding the alleged threats contained in the posters and website to be
true threats rather than political hyperbole as found in the Watts case or speech
advocating violence as in Brandenburg.
The Ninth Circuit emphasized that
ACLA’s speech was a true threat despite
the fact that the defendants themselves
did not direct violence toward the plaintiffs, because evidence in the record
showed that abortion doctors were in fact
murdered after each of ACLA’s posters
were publicly distributed45 and that
ACLA knew about these murders and
continued to create posters and advocate
violence on its website.46
Distinguishing ACLA’s speech
from similarly violent and politically
charged rhetoric in Claiborne and
Watts, the Ninth Circuit considered the
factual context in which ACLA’s
speech was made, explaining that “context is critical in a true threats case and
history can give meaning to the medium.” Considering the context of the
posters and the Nuremburg Files website, the Ninth Circuit held that even if
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they began as “purely political messages,” they did not end up so: once the
ACLA defendants knew that the format
“had acquired currency as a death threat
for abortion providers” and had “generated [fear] among those in the reproductive health services community who
were singled out for identification on a
‘wanted’-type poster.” ACLA’s continued identification of providers on
GUILTY posters negated their claim
that messages such as “abortionists are
killers who deserve death too” were
merely political rhetoric.47
In reaching its conclusion, the Ninth
Circuit relied heavily upon the fact that
individual abortion providers were
“specifically targeted” and pointed to
this as the salient fact distinguishing
ACLA’s speech from similar speech in
Brandenburg, Watts, and Claiborne,
which very clearly threatened or advocated violence but which was found to
be protected.48
Although the Ninth Circuit upheld
the jury’s determination that ACLA’s
speech was unprotected under true
threats jurisprudence, it was very close.
Five of the eleven judges dissented.49
The decision has received widespread
criticism from First Amendment
scholars and the press who believe the
court overstepped the bounds of the
First Amendment.50
Applying U.S. Law to the
Falun Gong Cases
Construing the Nuremburg Files case as
defining the outer limits of unprotected
media speech under the First Amendment and taking the Falun Gong plaintiffs’ allegations as true (as a court must
on a motion to dismiss), the Falun Gong
plaintiffs’ allegations do not measure up
to those in the Nuremburg Files case, or
even the Nahimana case, and would not
suffice to strip the defendants’ broadcasts
and other speech of First Amendment
protection under American law.
First, neither of the Falun Gong
complaints contains even one factual
allegation or example of what was actually stated in defendants’ broadcasts and
which was designed to incite the PRC
officials’ persecution of Falun Gong followers. Neither complaint alleges any

specific facts establishing a causal link
between the broadcasts and the persecution sufficient to allege imminence, as
required by Brandenberg.51 Moreover,
the allegations contained in the Falun
Gong complaints do not seem to meet
the heightened requirement recognized
by some courts that allegations must be
specific when there is a potential violation of First Amendment rights.52
Second, the defendants’ conduct as
alleged in the Falun Gong complaints is
distinguishable in a crucial way from
the allegations in the Nahimana and
Nuremburg Files cases. In Nahimana, the
Rwanda broadcasts included rhetoric
specifically urging Hutus to kill Tutsis
and informed listeners of hiding places
and license plate numbers of Tutsis so
they could be found and murdered.53 In
the Nuremburg Files case, ACLA created
posters that listed names of abortion doctors with their addresses and photographs.
On the Nuremburg Files website, lines
were drawn through the names of doctors
who had been killed or wounded.54
Several doctors who had appeared on previous posters were, in fact, murdered.55
The speech alleged in the Falun Gong
complaints differs. The allegations that
the defendants’ speech focused on denigrating Falun Gong and methods for
deprogramming Falun Gong followers
arguably rises to the level of advocating
violence, but it falls far short of the direct
and specific statements containing identifying information that were present in the
Nuremburg Files and Nahimana cases.
Even the Ninth Circuit majority in the
Nuremburg Files case conceded that
“the First Amendment does not preclude calling people demeaning or
inflammatory names, or threatening
social ostracism or vilification to advocate a political position.”56
Conclusion
The media defendants’ anti–Falun
Gong rhetoric may be extremely offensive and hurtful and might even be sufficient for liability to attach under the
standards applied by the International
Criminal Tribune in Nahimana. Nevertheless, imposing civil liability in the
United States against these media
defendants for the speech alleged

would appear to run afoul of the First
Amendment. Falun Gong has not even
alleged the kind of individualized
threats that the Ninth Circuit focused
upon in the Nuremburg Files case. In
the absence of such allegations, the
media defendants’ speech in the Falun
Gong actions, like the speech in
Brandenburg, Watts, and Claiborne,
should remain protected under the
First Amendment.
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The Libel Defendant’s Dilemma:
Unpicking the Trial Theme
THOMAS B. KELLEY

Even with the benefit of the sharpest
jury consultants, the most insightful
focus groups, and the best-executed
mock trials, it is very difficult to precisely predict the dynamics that will
play out in a libel trial. I believe most
lawyers who try libel cases will agree
with me that the following factors,
probably in descending order, affect
the outcome of a case:
Factor #1: Which party the jury
likes best (or least)
Factor #2: Which party the
jury feels is being most honest
and direct
Factor #3: Which party is the
most competent and conscientious at his or her endeavor at life
Factor #4: Whether the plaintiff’s proof on liability and damages meets the requirements of
the charge to the jury
When trying concepts such as truth,
state of mind, reputation, and emotional
suffering, there are too many normative
judgments at issue and too much play
in the jury instructions for factor 4 to be
dominant. I believe most winning advocates will acknowledge that they prevailed because they were ahead, dead
even, or had at least closed the gap with
respect to some of all of factors 1
through 3 above, which I will refer to
as F1–3.
Notwithstanding the unpredictable
role of F1–3, most jury consultants and
other experts have told me to give an
opening statement in which I
• speak extemporaneously, making eye
contact with the jury;
• display comfort and confidence with
my case;
Thomas B. Kelley is a partner in the
Denver office of Faegre & Benson LLP.
This article was first published in
Newsgathering and Libel Litigation (PLI
2000). Reprinted by permission.

• cover the evidence, acknowledging
fully any weaknesses and explaining
how I will overcome them;
• declare a trial theme that is simple,
internally consistent, and durable; and
• express that theme in lay terms that
appeal to the jury’s sense of fairness.
Easy for them to say, particularly the
part about selecting a trial theme that
is “simple, internally consistent, and
durable.” For the defense, this is the most
difficult aspect of a libel trial because
most jurors walk into the courthouse with
some or all of the following: resentment
of the media defendant’s power and
wealth, indignation over its political biases, resentment of its relentless negative
debunking bias, unrealistic expectations
that it will use its resources to assure
accuracy of the information published. As
I will amplify in this article, the easiest
thing a defendant can do is to pick a trial
theme that the jury will find inconsistent
or disingenuous as the trial proceeds.
Dealing with Falsity
How to win a case even though the
defendant’s publication is false is an
almost universal problem because cases
that lack credible proof of falsity rarely
go to trial. The rule of New York Times
v. Sullivan1 is that falsity is not enough
to recover for defamation, so why
should this be such a challenge? When
we acknowledge that most jurors begin
the trial with the intuition that a publisher should pay when she has published a false statement harmful to an
individual, and that each juror is subject
to normal human responses to F1–3, the
challenge is apparent.
Constitutional Malice
The case in which the proof of falsity is
so strong that the defendant must rely
exclusively on the plaintiff’s inability to
prove constitutional malice is at once
hard and easy. It is hard because the

defendant faces the difficult challenge
of persuading a fact finder to apply the
counterintuitive “knowing or reckless
falsity” standard. It is easy because the
strategy decision of how to address the
issue of truth is self-resolved. The defendant must admit falsity from the beginning and let the jury know from the
beginning and throughout the trial that
falsity is not nearly enough, that the
defendant must have published either
knowing that the material was false or
with serious doubts about its truthfulness. As Gary Bostwick told the jury on
behalf of Janet Malcolm, “she must have
looked truth in the face [turning his back
to the jury] and turned her back on it.”2
There is no question that Justice
Ginsburg was right: jurors can find
more ways to misunderstand and misapply the constitutional malice standard
than we can ever hope to imagine, let
alone anticipate.3 It is like trying to
keep sheep together without a dog or a
pen. Defense counsel needs help from
the court (see below); and whether she
gets it or not, she needs to remain riveted on the issue, focus on it at every
opportunity, and work it into the exam
of just about every witness.
Maintaining the focus is most difficult when plaintiff’s attorney is able to
exploit the “constellation of factors”
approach that the Supreme Court
arguably permitted in Curtis Publishing
Co. v. Butts4 and Connaughton v.
Harte-Hanks Communications.5 The
constellation usually includes the following: failure to seek out one or more
sources of corroboration or refutation;
sensationalistic bias; omission of details
favoring the plaintiff (particularly troublesome when outtakes are available);
an ambush interview, a surreptitious
taping, or other aggressive reporting
style; and expert testimony concerning
departure from reporting standards. One
country-style plaintiff’s lawyer, as he
focused on these factors one-by-one,
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referred to each as “one plank in the
fence of actual malice.”
When the constellation method is
used by an inflammatory advocate for a
sympathetic plaintiff, even the best neutralization tactics that defense counsel
can devise are not likely to be effective.
Counsel should make every effort to seek
help from the court in the forms of exclusion of evidence not directly probative of
defendant’s attitude toward truth or falsity and repeated charges to the jurors
(before, during, and after the evidence)
that bring home to them the knowing or
reckless falsity in terms they understand.
Written instructions that go with the jury
into the jury room are a must; if you are
before an old-school federal judge, get
on your knees and beg (after quoting
Justice Ginsburg).
More often than not, when a defendant prevails on the issue of constitutional malice, it is because one or more
prodefense jurors seize upon the written
instructions and use them to leverage the
others. If possible, flash the key language
of the charge on a screen as you explain
it and review the evidence. Authorities
supporting these and other devices for
maintaining the jury’s focus, such as
bifurcation of liability and damage phases, sequential determination of truth and
fault issues, and midtrial summations, are
in the accompanying course outline.
Finally, keep in mind that juries are
rarely satisfied with the amount of information they receive and tend to hold the
media defendant responsible for failing
to supply any missing piece. This is consistent with the strong intuition of most
jurors that the proponent of a proposition
(i.e., whatever the defendant’s publication says about the plaintiff) has the burden of making it stick. The jury needs to
be reminded that the plaintiff, not the
defendant, must bear the consequences of
inadequate proof of any matter of interest
to them. It helps if the special verdict
interrogatories on elements incorporate
the burden of proof for each.
Negligence
Winning despite falsity when the standard is mere negligence, by a preponderance of the evidence, seems, at first
blush, hopeless. Yet a surprising num-

ber of defendants (too many to name
here) have prevailed under a negligence
standard even when falsity was admitted. The trick is to find a simple,
durable theme that appeals to common
sense. Of course, when the mistake is
reasonably clear, it should be admitted
from the beginning, with appropriately
apologetic demeanor, so that the focus
is on whether the defendant acted
unreasonably in failing to detect and
correct the mistake.
This usually requires explaining the
journalistic process and demonstrating
that there were no red flags and that,
without the benefit of hindsight, the
mistake was one that anyone in the
defendant’s position would have made.
Of course, the road is smoother if the
defendant can credibly argue that the
publication is true in every way that
matters and that the error is inconsequential. Less direct approaches, such
as comparing the reasonableness of the
defendant’s conduct with that of the
plaintiff, showing the plaintiff’s reputation blemishes were of her own making, or even urging that it is the defendant’s reputation, not the plaintiff’s,
that is being unfairly attacked, have
caused jurors to side with the defendant
in cases in which F1–3 have been kept
in check.
Should the Defendant Take a Run at
the Issue of Truth/Falsity?
This, of course, is the dilemma presented by most cases. Many of the big losses followed truth defenses that the jury
not only did not buy, but also found
disingenuous. On the other hand, there
are experienced defense advocates who
maintain that the best way to prevail on
the actual malice defense is to make a
strong run at proving the substantial
truth of the defamatory statement,
which, even if it falls slightly short,
makes it easier for the jury to understand why the defendant published it.
Obviously, whether the tactic is advisable depends on just how short the run
at truth will fall, a judgment much easier to make after the trial is over. F1–3
are ever so important.
In most cases in which a nearly successful truth defense has favored the
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defendant, the truth is still unresolvable, not capable of satisfying proof in
the courtroom, but still supported by
credible sources. Take for example a
publication that focuses upon a murder
suspect in a case in which the evidence
is full of reasonable doubts but investigators still believe the suspect guilty. A
theme that the defendant diligently,
fairly, and accurately presented both the
credible proof against the suspect and
the information (or lack thereof) tending to acquit her may fail on the issue
of truth but cause the plaintiff to trip
over the constitutional malice hurdle.
The defendant should take care to avoid
becoming identified with the accusers
and to maintain distance from them by
showing that the defendant was willing
to question them and include the information favoring the plaintiff.
On the other hand, where the falsity
of the publication appears discernible
from the courtroom proof, the defendant is likely better off acknowledging
falsity and focusing on the truth as it
appeared to the defendant at the time of
the publication. The jury will cut any
close calls on falsity against the defendant, unless she is doing unusually well
on F1–3.
Dealing with Falsity on the Basis of
“Substantial Truth”
Suppose the defendant’s publication
details four separate incidents of reprehensible conduct on the part of the
plaintiff, all of the same general character, and the defendant is mistaken on
one of them. Can the defendant admit
the falsity, assure the jury it would like
to “have that one back” and do it differently, but nonetheless urge that the publication as a whole was substantially
true because it had exactly the same
effect upon readers or viewers as it
would if it had not contained the one
falsely reported incident?
Going this route presents a significant
challenge because the defendant must
keep the jury focused upon two very
counterintuitive notions. In addition to
the difficult issue of constitutional malice, counsel must also communicate to
the fact finders and keep them focused
on the idea that even though the publica-

tion contains a harmful, false statement,
the publication is not legally false unless
the false statement renders the publication as a whole significantly more damaging than it would have been without it.
To succeed, the defendant will need (1)
good stead with F1–3, (2) an intelligent
jury, and (3) a helpful jury charge. There
is authority for very good charges to the
jury on this issue.6
I have tried this two-issue approach
in two cases. In both, I received deerin-the-headlights looks from most of
the jurors when the two counterintuitive
concepts were first introduced, and the
looks had not completely disappeared
by the time I concluded the opening
statement. In the first case, which was
dismissed at the close of the plaintiff’s
proof, post-trial interviews indicated
that the jurors were still hopelessly confused. In the second case, it worked,
but only with the help of one or two
very bright jurors.7
Dealing with Issues of Meaning
The most prevalent and knotty problem
is the defendant’s trial treatment of issues
of meaning. The simplest but not least
dangerous presentation of this problem
arises when the meaning of a particular
word or phrase is at issue. To insist that a
statement that a wife “deserted” a disabled husband carries no pejorative connotation8 may not only fail to persuade
the jury, but risks the jurors’ perception
of an attitude of arrogance, lack of contrition, and dishonest debunking bias, all
of which play into the preexisting attitudes about the media that some jurors
bring to the courthouse. “If you’re not
playing it straight now, why should we
believe you were playing it straight when
you published the article?” jurors may
ask themselves.
Libel by Implication
The same problems over meaning present
themselves more insidiously when the
defendant “neutrally” reports either
serious charges against the plaintiff or a
series of interesting and seemingly related
facts that raise the appearance of impropriety. Here are some real-life examples:
• The defendant reports that a district
attorney gave favorable plea bargains

to alleged spouse beaters, and the
plaintiff (district attorney) claims the
defendant’s report failed to disclose
the mitigating circumstances of the
cases and thus falsely implies the misfeasance by the plaintiff.
• The defendant reports that a district
attorney is inexplicably lax in prosecuting drug cases, and the plaintiff
claims this implies bribery.
• The defendant reports that a judge’s
concurrence in favor of the defendant
in the appeal of an environmental case
came after the judge attended an outing sponsored by the defendant’s
industry, in a limousine provided by
the law firm representing the defendant, and focuses upon the issue of
whether the judge should have disclosed this to all parties. The plaintiff
alleges that the article implies a fix.
• The defendant’s report raises questions about a district attorney’s decision, ten years ago, not to prosecute
the son of a friend for a killing on the
basis of self-defense without referring
the case to a special prosecutor, which
the plaintiff alleges implies an allegation of impropriety.
• The defendant reports the plaintiff’s
receipt of a government grant and
inability to account for how the money
was spent, due in part to the destruction of the plaintiff’s record in a fire,
emphasizing lack of any government
monitoring to see whether funds are
being used as represented in the grant
application. The plaintiff alleges that
the article implies that the funds were
misappropriated by the plaintiff.
• The defendant publishes a detailed
piece on the financing of the plaintiff’s low-income housing project with
a loan from the city made while the
plaintiff’s brother served as councilman and mayor pro tem. The plaintiff
claims the article charges that he is a
bad credit risk who could not get a
loan at arm’s length.
In each of these cases, the defendant
insisted that it merely reported both
sides of an issue involving public officials, public funds, or the appearance of
impropriety, as was its right and duty.
The plaintiff countered, “Why publish
this information at all unless the defen-

dant intends to convey its belief that the
plaintiff has done something wrong?”
The defendant rejoined that “the public,
not the defendant, should decide what
is right and wrong in these circumstances, and the defendant’s reporting
does nothing more than permit the public to make those judgments.” As good
as it sounds, professing neutrality can
be dangerous when the jury believes the
publisher’s claim is belied not only by
its gathering and selection of material
to report, but also by the words chosen
to report it.
Many defense counsel, with the benefit of hindsight, believe it is better to
acknowledge the meaning that a jury
will most likely find is conveyed by a
publication, acknowledge the deviations
from the truth that can be credibly

The most prevalent problem
is the defendant’s treatment
of issues of meaning.

argued, and focus upon the defendant’s
good faith based upon what she knew at
the time of the publication and her lack
of awareness of any meaning not consistent with that knowledge. It is difficult to resist the temptation of attempting to justify the defendant’s publication by pushing its meaning closer to
the facts, but where the gap is substantial, the attempt creates a tension that
gets released in the jury room.
It is now reasonably well established
that a defendant is entitled to a charge
that requires the plaintiff to prove that
the defendant published with a knowing
or reckless state of mind both as to falsity and as to any defamatory meaning
allegedly implied by the words used.9
Some defendants have persuaded juries
that the implied defamatory meaning
alleged by the plaintiff was unintended.
When implied meaning is potentially
an issue, defense counsel should be
aware of a jury room phenomenon that
has blindsided several defendants. In
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some cases, juries have found no falsity
for purposes of a claim for defamation,
but found liability on a claim for false
light invasion of privacy. The commonly employed formulation of the tort is
that the defendant “portrayed the plaintiff in a false light” or gave publicity to
a matter that “placed the plaintiff before
the public in a false light.”10
Apparently, these juries were willing
to find that the gestalt of the publication
carried with it pejorative impressions of
the plaintiff that could not be discerned
from specific statements contained in
the publication. Counsel should insist
that the verdict form contain a required
finding that particular words at issue
are false as an essential element of any
claim premised upon falsity, including
false light invasion of privacy.11

The big three—necessity,
fairness, and “editing is for
editors”—should be stressed
throughout the trial.
Libel by Omission: Outtakes
Frequently, the crux of a libel by implication claim is that the defendant’s
report, although literally true, omitted
information that would have created a
more favorable impression of the plaintiff. This creates the most difficulty for
defense counsel in cases involving the
electronic media when the plaintiff has
the benefit of outtakes. In print media
cases (except in the case of magazines
for which elaborate “proof” records are
kept), evidence of omitted material is
usually filtered through a nonvisual
description by a reporter, who has spent
hours with counsel preparing for her testimony. For the electronic media, the
omitted material comes in the form of
vivid, life-sized (or larger) real-time
audio and visuals. When they are available and admitted, outtakes provide a
significant opportunity for an effective
plaintiff’s advocate to encourage jurors
to play editor and to urge that the defendant’s omission of materials favorable to
the plaintiff was deliberate distortion. A
defendant rarely is able to exclude evi-

dence of outtakes or other omitted material with issues of falsity and fault.
Counsel who have succeeded notwithstanding the availability of outtakes have
done so using strategy in which the
defendant explains how editing is
unavoidable because of limited airtime
and urges that the material reported is not
only truthful but fair. The defense faces
an uphill battle unless it is also able to
persuade the court to instruct the jury,
preferably at the beginning as well as at
the end of the case, concerning the very
limited role of the jury in assessing editorial choices.12 An example of such a
charge follows:
A defendant alleged to have unfairly
edited and published a disparaging
statement cannot be held liable for
refusing to publish everything a plaintiff would like. The choice of material
to go into a television broadcast, and
decisions made as to limitations on the
size and content of a program, and on
the treatment of public issues and public officials–whether fair or unfair–constitute the exercise of editorial control
and judgment. You may not find a
defendant liable for broadcasting
truthful statements because it failed
to include additional statements that
might have cast the plaintiffs in a
more favorable or balanced light, if
the gist of the broadcast as a whole
and the complained of statement are
substantially true. However, a publisher who deliberately distorts meaning to create a false, disparaging
statement cannot rely on editorial
right or privilege to avoid liability.13

The three points—necessity, fairness,
and “editing is for editors”—should be
stressed in opening, during examination
of each witness who addressed program
content, and in summation.
Dealing with Damages
Perhaps the biggest stumper of all is
how to limit the plaintiff’s damages
recovery to reasonable proportions and
limit compensatory damages to losses
that were actually caused by the statements for which liability is found.
Plaintiffs frequently claim, and juries
are all too willing to award, compensation for everything that did not go as
hoped for in the plaintiff’s life after the
publication. Trial themes such as “the
plaintiff’s losses were his own doing
and were caused by his own conduct,
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not the defendant’s reporting” or “the
plaintiff is unwilling to accept responsibility for his own role in what has happened in his life and seeks to blame the
defendant’s article instead of getting on
with it” have worked, but only when
the defendant is in good shape on F1–3.
Effective strategies for dealing with
causation and damages issues are even
more difficult when liability is seriously
at issue and the trial is not bifurcated
between liability and damages because
the defendant is reluctant to focus too
much attention on damages issues. As
the many large plaintiffs’ verdicts show,
ignoring the damages issues can be very
risky. The chances of winning with the
jury are usually less than chances of success on appeal, and a verdict substantially in excess of insurance coverage means
that the defendant must incur significant
expenses and tie up major assets to
obtain a supersedeas bond, not to mention risk a ruinous loss if the appeal is
unsuccessful. In cases in which damages
exposure is high, the defendant can no
longer afford to pass on damages.
Damages present at least two separate problems, each of which could be
the subject of a daylong clinic and is
beyond the scope of this article. The
first is proportionality. The defendant
must find a way of keeping noneconomic items of damage, including reputation injury, pain and suffering, and
even punitive damages, within sensible
ranges. This is commonly done through
the art of suggestion, such as by analogies to physical injuries, the average
person’s annual salary, or other benchmarks from the real world that come in
manageable proportions.
The second problem is limiting
recovery, particularly for economic
injuries for which there is no generally
accepted profile that serves as a realworld proportional limitation (as
demonstrated by Pennzoil’s $7.5 billion
compensatory damages verdict14), to
losses that were actually and provably
caused by the particular statements for
which liability is found. The causation
problem is most critical and pesky when
damages are likely caused by other factors such as industry and market condi(Continued on page 37)

Violent Video Games
(Continued from page 1)
ited violent images; and the validity of
requiring labels on video games, which
might constitute compelled speech subject to strict scrutiny.
Round One
Between 2000 and 2004, an initial
wave of laws and corresponding lawsuits addressed minors’ access to violent video games. The legislatures in
Indiana, Missouri, and Washington
attempted to prohibit, respectively,
arcade games, video game sales and
rentals, and games involving violence
to public law enforcement officers.
The courts held that such games constituted protected expression, rejecting
theories that such games are harmful to
and unsuitable for minors.
Arcade Games
In 2000, Indianapolis enacted the first
law in the nation restricting minors’
access to violent video games. The
ordinance, which applied only to arcade
games, forbade arcade operators from
allowing a minor to use “an amusement
machine that is harmful to minors.”
Attempting to adapt the sexually harmful-to-minors formulation established in
Ginsberg v. New York2 and Miller v.
California,3 the Indianapolis law
applied to games that “predominantly
appeal[] to minors’ morbid interest in
violence,” are “patently offensive” as to
minors, “lack[] serious literary, artistic,
political or scientific value as a whole”
for minors, and contain “graphic violence.” The law defined graphic violence as the “visual depiction or representation of realistic serious injury to a
human or human-like being where such
serious injury includes amputation,
decapitation, dismemberment, bloodshed, mutilation, maiming, or disfiguration.” Arcade owners who violated the
ordinance were subject to monetary
penalties and the suspension and revocation of their operation licenses.4
A group representing video game
manufacturers sued to enjoin the ordinance. The district court denied the

plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary
injunction, and the plaintiffs appealed.
In American Amusement Machine Ass’n
v. Kendrick, the Seventh Circuit
reversed.5 Writing for the panel, Judge
Posner concluded that the city could not
forbid display of violent depictions to
minors on the same grounds that it forbids display or distribution of depictions
of sexual content to minors under
Ginsberg.6 Analyzing the potential interests advanced by the city, or available in
theory, Judge Posner reasoned that if the
city wanted to regulate material on the
basis of the harm allegedly caused to
minors or to the public at large, it must
show compelling grounds for doing so.7
The court was skeptical of such a claim,
observing that descriptions of violence
exist in literature from The Odyssey to
The Divine Comedy to War and Peace,
and noted that video games have strong
literary themes as well, i.e., “age-old
themes of literature, and ones particularly appealing to the young.”8
The Seventh Circuit thus rejected the
notion that the government could prohibit minors from accessing violent
images based solely on the unsubstantiated claim that such images were harmful to them. To the contrary, the court
noted, “[t]o shield children right up to
the age of 18 from exposure to violent
descriptions and images would not only
be quixotic, but deforming; it would
leave them unequipped to cope with the
world as we know it.”9 The court also
rejected the argument that government
regulation of video games should be
subject to greater leeway because of the
video games’ interactive nature, noting
that “[a]ll literature (here broadly
defined to include movies, television,
and the other photographic media, and
popular as well as highbrow literature)
is interactive; the better it is, the more
interactive.”10
Video Game Sales or Rentals
Two years later, the Eighth Circuit
joined the Seventh Circuit in striking
down a city ordinance that prohibited
the provision of graphically violent
video games to minors, a restriction
that reached beyond arcade operators to

retailers who sold and rented video
games. That case, Interactive Digital
Software Ass’n v. St. Louis County,11
concerned a St. Louis County ordinance
that made it unlawful for anyone to
knowingly sell, rent, or make available
graphically violent video games to
minors without their parents’ consent.
The ordinance contained a definition of
graphically violent material that paralleled the Indianapolis ordinance.12
Plaintiffs, i.e., associations representing video game publishers, manufacturers, and retailers, brought a First
Amendment challenge in federal district court. As with the Kendrick case,
the district court initially denied relief,
dismissing the suit on the grounds that
video games did not constitute protected speech and that, even if they did, the
St. Louis County ordinance was narrowly tailored to serve the compelling
interest of preventing harm to minors.13
The Eighth Circuit reversed. The
court began by rejecting the district
court’s rather cramped view of protected
expression, observing that the law was
aimed at expression, not conduct,
because it sought to restrict access to
video games “precisely because their

Descriptions of violence
exist in literature from
The Odyssey to The Divine
Comedy and War and Peace.
content purportedly affects the thought
or behavior of those who play them.”14
Applying strict scrutiny, the court held
that although “protecting the psychological well-being of minors” might be a
compelling interest in the abstract, St.
Louis County had not shown substantial
supporting evidence of harm to children
that was caused by their exposure to violent video games. In so holding, the court
dismissed the social science research
studies proffered by St. Louis County as
consisting of “vague generalit[ies].”15
The court also rejected the county’s
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suggestion that assisting parents to
safeguard the well-being of their children was sufficient on its own to justify
restricting speech to minors. To accept
that, the court said, “would be to invite
legislatures to undermine the first
amendment rights of minors willy-nilly
under the guise of promoting parental
authority.”16
Games That Target the Police
Despite strong rulings from the Seventh
and Eighth Circuits, in 2003 the State
of Washington passed a law restricting
the rights of minors to access certain
video games. Departing somewhat from
the previous definitional structure, the
Washington law dealt specifically with

Departing somewhat from
other jurisdictions, the
State of Washington banned
depictions of violence
against police officers.
depictions of violence against law
enforcement officers, restricting distribution to minors of video games containing “realistic or photographic-like
depictions of aggressive conflict in
which the player kills, injures, or otherwise causes physical harm to a human
form in the game who is depicted, by
dress or other recognizable symbols, as
a public law enforcement officer.”17
The video game makers and retailers
again filed suit, and again the law was
struck down. Specifically, in Video
Software Dealers Ass’n v. Maleng, the
district court in Seattle held that video
games were protected expression, rejected the defendants’ attempts to fit violent
video games within the narrow category
of obscenity, and held that the state could
not bar distribution of otherwise-protected speech to minors simply because the
state believed the material unsuitable for
them.18 Like the Seventh and Eighth
Circuits, the Washington court held that
the state did not provide sufficient evidence in support of its asserted interests.19
The Maleng court also held that the

Washington law was void for vagueness. The court noted that the state had
been unable to confirm whether firefighters would count as public law
enforcement officers for purposes of
applying the act, and it found the
statute’s other terms, like realistic violence, difficult to apply in the fantastical context of video games.20 Because
of the difficulty in applying the act’s
terms, the court concluded that retailers
and manufacturers would be unable to
understand exactly what was prohibited
based on the language of the law and,
thus, that they would self-censor (in the
case of authors and designers) or overly
restrict minors’ access to lawful works
(in the case of retailers).21 The district
court’s decision was not appealed.
Round Two
The year 2005 brought a new wave of
laws targeted at violent video games;
three states, i.e., Illinois, Michigan, and
California, passed similar laws restricting minors’ access to certain games.
Each state’s legislature passed its law
despite awareness of the zero-for-three
court record for these kinds of laws
and, in the case of Illinois, despite binding circuit precedent holding that such
laws are unconstitutional.
Not surprisingly, the video game
associations challenged each law shortly
after it was enacted. Apparently recognizing that the legal standards had not
changed, the state defendants attempted
in each suit to argue that new social science research providing the requisite
substantial evidence to substantiate the
government’s claim of compelling interest had emerged since the previous
cases. However, each court reviewing
these laws has thus far disagreed, bringing the record thus far to zero-for-six.
Each statute is discussed below.
Entertainment Software Ass’n v.
Blagojevich
With the strong support of Governor
Rod Blagojevich, Illinois led the pack,
passing its law in July 2005. The
Illinois law criminalizes the selling or
renting of violent or sexually explicit
video games to minors.22 The law
imposes a number of burdens on retail-
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ers, including requiring all games meeting the statutory definition of violent or
sexually explicit to be labeled with a
two-by-two-inch 18 sticker. The statute
defines violent video games as including “depictions of or simulations of
human-on-human violence in which the
player kills or otherwise causes serious
physical harm to another human”; serious physical harm includes “depictions
of death, dismemberment, amputation,
decapitation, maiming, disfigurement,
mutilation of body parts, or rape.”23
The state defended the law as furthering five compelling interests: “preventing violent, aggressive, and asocial
behavior; preventing psychological
harm to minors who play such games;
eliminating societal factors that may
inhibit the physiological and neurological development of its youth; facilitating the maturation of Illinois’ children
into law-abiding, productive adults; and
assisting parents in protecting their
children from such games.”24
Entertainment Software Ass’n v.
Granholm
Passed less than two months after the
Illinois law, the Michigan law imposes
civil and criminal penalties on retailers
who sell or rent “ultra-violent video
game[s] that [are] harmful to minors”
to anyone under the age of seventeen.
Such a video game is one containing
“real or simulated graphic depictions of
physical injuries or physical violence
against parties who realistically appear
to be human beings” as long as the
game “appeals to the morbid interest in
asocial, aggressive behavior of minors”;
is patently offensive to minors; and
lacks serious literary artistic, political,
educational, or scientific value when
taken as a whole.25
Video Software Dealers Ass’n v.
Schwarzenegger
Despite his association with a Terminator
video game, Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger signed California’s
video game act into law on October 7,
2005. The California law prohibits the
sale or rental of video games to minors
under eighteen, defining a violent video
game in a particularly elaborate manner:

one in which the players’ options
include “killing, maiming, dismembering, or sexually assaulting an image of a
human being, if those acts are depicted”
in one of two ways: (1) the acts
“appeal[] to the deviant or morbid interest in minors,” are “patently offensive,”
and render the game without “serious literary, artistic, scientific, or political
value for minors”; or (2) a player can
“virtually inflict serious injury upon an
image of human beings or characters
with substantial human characteristics in
a manner which is especially heinous,
cruel, or depraved in that it involves
torture or serious physical abuse to the
victim.”26 The first part of the definition
is modeled after the Ginsberg obscenityas-to-minors formulation, and the second
is apparently based on federal statutory
death penalty factors.
Similar to the Illinois statute, the
California law also requires any person
who imports or distributes video games
within California to label all video
games meeting the statutory definition
of violent with a large black and white
18 sticker.27
Video Games Are Protected Speech
Taking a look at the cases reveals several common issues, most of which
have been resolved in similar ways by
the courts. For example, it is now well
established that video games are a form
of expression entitled to the same First
Amendment protections as music,
movies, and literature. These decisions
have recognized that, like motion pictures and television programs, video
games tell stories and entertain audiences through the use of complex pictures, sounds, and text. These games
often contain story lines and character
development as richly detailed as (and
sometimes based on) books and
movies. Like great literature, these
games frequently involve familiar
themes such as good versus evil, triumph over adversity, struggle against
corrupt powers, and quest for adventure. As the Eighth Circuit put it,
If the first amendment is versatile
enough to shield [the] painting of
Jackson Pollock, music of Arnold
Schoenberg, or Jabberwocky verse of

Lewis Carroll, we see no reason why
the pictures, graphic design, concept
art, sounds, music, stories, and narrative present in video games are not
entitled to a similar protection.28

A good example is the game God
of War, a game with a narrative that
essentially parallels a classic narrative
like The Odyssey. God of War takes
place in ancient Greece, following the
story of Spartan warrior Kratos as he
endeavors to track down and kill Ares,
the god of war, with the assistance of
other mythological characters. Kratos
fights demons and other humanoid (but
not necessarily human) creatures,
including zombies, skeletal warriors,
and the god Ares. Yet despite the
apparent literary value of God of War,
its depictions of violence quite possibly
could bar its access to minors under
most laws regarding violent video
games; or, at the least, it could be subject to self-censorship by wary retailers
uncertain whether a game like God of
War would be prohibited.29
Ginsberg Does Not Apply
In some cases, the government has
argued that violent video games are
unprotected, or at least subject to lower
scrutiny, under the Ginsberg harmful-tominors formulation, which gives the government more room to regulate sexually
explicit speech that is directed to children
than such speech directed to adults. This
position has been consistently rejected by
the courts, which have held that neither
Ginsberg nor the obscenity doctrine has
been expanded to include violent as
opposed to sexual content.30 As the
Eighth Circuit emphatically stated,
“Simply put, depictions of violence cannot fall within the legal definition of
obscenity for either minors or adults.”31
Having determined that video game
expression is fully protected speech and
having rejected the government’s
attempts to obtain a weaker level of
scrutiny through analogy to the obscenity doctrine, the courts have proceeded,
explicitly or implicitly, to apply strict
scrutiny to violent-video-game regulations. Under the familiar strict scrutiny
test, a law is presumptively invalid, and
the government must demonstrate on

the basis of substantial evidence that
the law serves a compelling interest,
materially advances its aims, and is narrowly tailored.32
The Brandenburg Rule
The interest that the government most
often offers to justify these types of
laws is a concern that exposure to violent video games will cause minors to
become more violent. For example, the
legislation adopted by California states
that it is intended to “prevent[] violent,
aggressive and antisocial behavior.”33
This argument has faced a steep uphill
battle in the courts.
Under Supreme Court precedent of
Brandenburg v. Ohio,34 the government
may only restrict protected speech on violence-prevention grounds where the
speech “is directed to inciting or producing the imminent lawless action and is
likely to incite or produce such action.”35
In other words, the government can only
regulate where the speech in question is
both intended to and likely to cause imminent violence. The plaintiffs challenging
the video game statutes have stressed that
there is no evidence showing that video
games are intended to cause violence and
that it is not plausible to think that video
games, played by millions daily, are likely
to cause imminent violence.
Nonetheless, the government has
frequently tried to defend such laws
by pointing to social science evidence,
that purports to link violent-videogames exposure to increased aggressive
behavior. To date, every court that
has looked at these studies has found
them unpersuasive.
After an exhaustive review of the
evidence, the Illinois district court concluded that “defendants have come
nowhere near making the necessary
showing” to support the state’s claimed
compelling interests.36 The court found
that the social science
did not establish a solid causal link
between violent video game exposure
and aggressive thinking [and that
even] if one were to accept the
proposition that playing violent video
games increases aggressive thoughts
or behavior, there is no evidence that
this effect is at all significant.37
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The court found even less persuasive
evidence based on brain-wave measurements of individuals who had played
violent video games.38 Ultimately, it
reasoned that “the glacial process of
personality development that violent
video games allegedly affect is far from
the temporal imminence that we have
required to satisfy the Brandenburg test.”39
A district court in Colorado reached
the same conclusion in dismissing a tort
suit against video game manufacturers
brought by the surviving family members of a teacher killed in the Columbine
High School shootings.40 The court dismissed the suit in part because there was
no showing that the video games “were
‘likely’ to cause any harm, let alone
imminent lawless action.”41
Psychological Harm Rationale
Because the Brandenburg test is so stringent, government advocates of restrictions on violent video games have
argued that they are seeking not to regulate increased violence but to protect
minors from psychological harm. For
example, in Michigan, the government
has justified restrictions on violent
video games as preventing minors from
developing an asocial mentality.42
The video game plaintiffs have
argued that although protecting minors
from harm may be a compelling interest
in the abstract, the government cannot

“Simply put, depictions of
violence cannot fall within the
legal definition of obscenity
for either minors or adults.”
— EIGHTH CIRCUIT
control how minors think and act by preventing them from being exposed to protected speech. Their position has been
that thought control is not even a legitimate interest for the state, much less a
compelling one sufficient to satisfy strict
scrutiny. As the Illinois district court put
it, “[i]n this country, the State lacks the
authority to ban protected speech on the

ground that it affects the listener’s or
observer’s thoughts and attitudes.”43
Although the government defendants
have argued for special rules pertaining
to minors, the courts have consistently
held that in the realm of the First
Amendment, limitations on governmental action are in general “no less applicable when [the] government seeks to
control the flow of information to
minors.”44 The Seventh Circuit put it
this way: preserving children’s First
Amendment rights is “not merely a
matter of pressing the First Amendment
to a dryly logical extreme. . . . People
are unlikely to become well-functioning, independent-minded adults, and
responsible citizens if they are raised in
an intellectual bubble.”45
The video game plaintiffs have further argued that even if the government
did have a compelling interest in controlling how minors think, there is
essentially no evidence showing that
violent video games are psychologically harmful to minors. Instead, they
point out that available evidence is
almost entirely devoted to showing that
video games cause minors to behave
aggressively (and is thus evaluated
under the Brandenburg doctrine) rather
than to showing that video games are
psychologically harmful in some other
way. These arguments have generally
been successful, with courts concluding
that the evidence cannot support the
conclusion that video games lead to
poorer “executive functioning.”46
Banning Grand Theft Auto
but Not Sin City
The video game laws have been challenged on the separate grounds that
they do not materially advance their
goals and that they fail to do so in a
narrowly tailored manner. Among other
things, plaintiffs have argued that the
laws cannot be effective, even on their
own terms, when they prevent minors
from buying, say, a Resident Evil or
Tom Clancy video game but allow
them to rent a Resident Evil movie or
purchase a Tom Clancy book. The government has responded by arguing that
video games are different from other
forms of entertainment and therefore
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require regulation in ways that violent
movies, music, and books do not. The
courts have disagreed, however, consistently concluding that video games do
not warrant special regulation and in
fact contribute only “a tiny fraction of
the media violence to which modern
American children are exposed.”47
As a result, the video game plaintiffs
have had success arguing that such differential treatment of similarly situated
media is strong evidence that the act’s
true goal is to punish a disfavored
speaker, not to advance the state’s
asserted interests. At least one court has
concluded that “the underinclusiveness
of this statute—given that violent
images appear more accessible to unaccompanied minors in other media—
indicates that regulating violent video
games is not really intended to serve
the proffered purpose [of giving parents
the power to protect children from
harmful images].”48
When Is a Zombie a Human?
Video game manufacturers and retailers
have also attacked video game restrictions on vagueness grounds. The crux
of their argument is that the language
describing the kinds of video games
regulated does not give manufacturers
and retailers a sufficiently clear idea of
exactly which games are restricted by
the laws. As the court in Washington
noted, because retail clerks may not be
able to tell what content is regulated by
the laws, they may withhold from
minors all games that could possibly
fall within the scope of the law, even if
the games are not covered, and game
authors might also “steer far wider of
the unlawful zone” and self-censor protected speech.49
As an example, the Illinois statute,
similar to other laws, regulates games
based on whether they depict violence
against humans. But although the word
human has a relatively clear meaning in
the real world, it is not at all clear in
the fanciful medium of video games.
For example, are zombies humans?
What about mythological characters
like minotaurs that are half-human and
half-animal? Or gods that appear in
human form, such as in the game God

of War? Plaintiffs argue that it is
impossible to determine answers to
these questions in advance of deciding
whether to label a certain game or sell
it to minors.
And other terms contained in the
statutes pose problems as well: what
does it mean to inflict serious physical
abuse on such quasi-human creatures?
A player might perform actions on the
video screen that would cause harm if
done in real life to a normal person but
would affect a godlike or superhuman
character not at all. Likewise, what constitutes killing or harm to zombies
(creatures that are already dead or that
can come back to life after being seemingly killed)? In the world of video
games, these sorts of questions are not
at all hypothetical; they arise time and
time again in all sorts of variations.
Indeed, the Illinois district court found
that state’s law unconstitutionally
vague on just these grounds.50
Labeling and Compelled Speech
The more recent spate of laws has also
presented issues of compelled speech.
For example, in both Illinois and
California, the laws would require
retailers to place a large 18 label on
restricted video games. Video game
retailers have argued that this amounts
to compelled speech in violation of the
First Amendment and is therefore subject to strict scrutiny as well.51 The
states’ position is that the labels are
more akin to factual commercial disclosure requirements, which, under the
Supreme Court case of Zauderer v.
Office of Disciplinary Counsel, are subject only to rational basis review.52
Retailers disagree, arguing that the
18 label imparts not only a stigmatizing
message rather than a purely factual
message, but also a message that retailers may disagree with, i.e., that certain
games are not appropriate for individuals under eighteen. Further, the types of
disclosures upheld in Zauderer were
aimed at dissipating consumer confusion or deception, and retailers argue
that there is no evidence of consumer
confusion under the current voluntary
rating system; in fact, an 18 label that
conflicts with the existing rating system

would only cause more consumer confusion.53 Thus far, the Illinois district court
has agreed, and the California district
court has agreed on a preliminary basis.54
Sexually Explicit Video Games
The Illinois video games law presents
one additional issue now on appeal to
the Seventh Circuit: whether the state
can regulate video games containing
sexual content outside the parameters
of the three-prong Ginsberg/Miller
harmful-to-minors formulation.
Although other states have amended
existing laws restricting material harmful to minors to include video games as
well, the Illinois law goes further in
restricting video games that appeal or
pander to the prurient interest and
depict sexual content that is patently
offensive with respect to minors without regard to considering the work as a
whole or considering the literary, political, artistic, or scientific value of the
video games to minors.
Illinois already restricts video games
that are harmful to minors under the
three-prong Ginsberg/Miller formulation,
so the practical effect of the Illinois law
is to target and restrict those games that
might have serious social value for
minors. Video game plaintiffs have not
challenged restrictions on video games
with sexual content deemed harmful to
minors, but they are challenging the sexually-explicit-content provisions of the
Illinois law on First Amendment grounds.
The Illinois district court agreed
with the video game plaintiffs and concluded that the restrictions on sexually
explicit video games failed strict scrutiny, holding that the Illinois law “regulates an unconstitutionally vague
amount of speech and is therefore not
narrowly tailored” because it omits
both a requirement of analyzing the
work as a whole and the third prong
(i.e., serious value) of the Miller test.55
Applying the Supreme Court’s decision
in Reno v. ACLU,56 the district court
concluded that the lack of the third
prong meant that the Illinois law would
unconstitutionally suppress large
amounts of speech with serious value
for minors, a problem compounded by
the fact that the law allows video games

to be suppressed on the basis of one
scene regardless of the value of the
game as a whole.57 The court noted the
possibility that the law would restrict
the sale or rental of a game like God of
War, which contains some sexually
suggestive material, to minors, even
though it “essentially parallels a classic
book like The Odyssey.”58
The State of Illinois has appealed
this issue to the Seventh Circuit, argu-

Illinois further argues that
restrictions on sexual speech
are designed to protect minors
and thus survive strict scrutiny.
ing that the restrictions on sexual
speech are designed to protect minors
and survive strict scrutiny. The video
game plaintiffs have argued in response
that the state has provided no evidence
of the prevalence or harm of video
games with nonobscene sexual content,
much less substantial evidence of a
compelling state interest; that the law is
overbroad and unconstitutionally
vague; and that the same less-restrictive
alternatives exist as in the case of violent video games. A decision is expected later this year.
The Battle Continues
The law now seems clear: statutes or
ordinances that restrict the availability
of violent video games to minors do not
pass constitutional muster. One would
think that the unbroken string of decisions striking down attempts to regulate
violent video games would have some
deterrent effect on legislatures. But legislators’ interest in passing such laws
continues relatively unabated.
Politicians on both sides of the aisle see
an easy political hook (few, if any,
would vote “for” violent video games),
and the judicial decisions often come
down with little fanfare and long after
elections have passed. If the First
Amendment is not a sufficient barrier to
passing these laws, perhaps the substan-
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tial attorney fees sought and obtained
by plaintiffs under 28 U.S.C. § 1988
after succeeding on their constitutional
claims will deter future passage. Thus
far, however, the strong judicial opinions appear to be falling on deaf ears in
legislatures across the country.
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From the Chair
(Continued from page 2)
Communist rule in Czechoslovakia
began not with an invasion of tanks and
airplanes by the Soviet Union after
World War II, but rather three years
later with political parties and, indeed,
an electoral victory by Communists.
For me, personally, the most striking
Communist-related item in Prague is
the memorial to the victims of
Communism. The memorial, which is
pictured on page 2 with yours truly,
depicts Communism breaking down a
full person, chipping away at the various characteristics that make him an
individual until the person is no more.
Nazi Crimes
We took two one-day trips to the loci of
Nazi concentration camps. A mere half
hour outside of Prague is Terezin (more
commonly known as Theresienstadt),
the site of the supposed model concentration camp or ghetto prettied up by
the Nazis to fool the International Red
Cross. The reality of Terezin is anything but pretty. Terezin was in fact a
way station to Auschwitz, mostly for
Jews transported from countries to the
south and east of Prague, but crowded
conditions, rampant disease, starvation,
random killings, and shortages of
everything also took their toll.
In addition, right next to the Terezin
ghetto was a Gestapo prison for political prisoners. Unbearably small prison
cells (some in complete darkness), torture, an execution wall, and desperate
hygiene and health conditions, as well
as slave labor, marked the short periods
of life in the prison.
Another day we took a pilgrimage to
Auschwitz-Birkenau, the largest of the
Nazi death camps, in Poland. Auschwitz
itself, with the famous sign Arbeit
Macht Frei (Work Makes You Free)
over its main gate, is actually quite
clean, almost sterile-looking, and has a
small downtown feel to it. It has a single gas chamber, where you can see the
marks made by desperate fingernails
scratching the walls, right next to a set
of crematoria where the gassed bodies

were burned. The clean, evenly-spaced
red brick buildings belie the horror that
went on inside the torture chambers,
barracks, execution places, interrogation rooms, and other facilities inside
them; but the collections of hair and
eyeglasses and shoes and children’s
clothing, the photographs, the multiple
layers of electrified barbed wire, and
the exhibitions of Zyklon B (the rodent
poison used as gas in the gas chambers)
dispel any misconception the orderly
appearance of the town might instill.
When you leave Auschwitz, you
think you have seen everything, that
you have been through it with your
emotions more or less intact. But then
you go to Birkenau, a considerably
larger camp, the entrance of which is
approximately a mile and a half from
Auschwitz.
Birkenau is sometimes called
Auschwitz II and was initially built
because the gas chamber and crematoria in Auschwitz could not handle the
ever-increasing number of victims sent
there to be murdered. In Birkenau, the
Nazis greatly increased the efficiency
of their killing assembly line with larger gas chambers and multiple crematoria laid out to “process” the greatest
number of people possible. But together
with the imperative of killing their victims, the Nazis also had a need for significant numbers of slave laborers, and
so Birkenau had row upon row of barracks to house them.
We arrived in Birkenau late in the
afternoon. The weather was “perfect” for
our visit: 4:00 p.m. with darkness rapidly descending, freezing air and freezing
rain to match, muddy fields. We were
well-fed and rested, we were wearing
down jackets and wool hats and boots
and scarves and gloves, and we were
cold and miserable; and we wondered:
How could the actual inmates of this
hell, starved and beaten and overworked
and terrorized and orphaned and wearing
the thinnest of garments and flimsy
shoes, if that, have survived this day
after day after day after day?
Birkenau was truly frightening and, I
can honestly say, worse than I imagined
it would be. The rows of barracks seem
to stretch on forever, as far as one could

see. The train tracks came through the
front gate into the center of the camp.
Barbed wire was everywhere; and when
the camp was operational, the smoke
from the crematoria and the lines, the
endless lines, of people heading to the
gas chambers were a constant visible
reminder of what fate lay in store for
the inmates.
Personal Connection
I must reveal here that I have a personal
connection to Terezin and AuschwitzBirkenau. Both of my parents were
confined to the Lodz ghetto from the
outset of the Nazi invasion of Poland in
1939 until the liquidation of the ghetto
in 1944. They were both then shipped
to Auschwitz, or, more accurately,
Birkenau.
My mother, who was a nurse, was
almost immediately sent on to Dresden;
she was there for the fire bombing of
Dresden, after which she was put on a
death march to Terezin. My father was
imprisoned in Birkenau as a slave
laborer and, after being sent to a few
other concentration camps, was also
put on a death march to Terezin as the
Allied armies were closing in, and he
arrived in Terezin barely alive. In
Terezin, he fell under my mother’s
care, and she nursed him back to health.
In Birkenau, I was determined to see
and touch as much of the camp as possible from my father’s perspective,
knowing that whatever I felt could
never begin to approach the terror and
exhaustion and hunger and hopelessness that he experienced. Our guide
took us to the row of barracks that he
said my father most likely stayed in his
first few days there because it was the
quarantine area for the new arrivals.
I lay in one of the bunk beds where
five to ten people had lain crunched
against each other. I stared at the rows
of open toilets where the inmates were
given a couple of minutes, twice a day,
to relieve themselves and began to realize the scope of the dehumanization the
Nazis imposed. I stood exactly where
my father would have gotten off the
train and walked through the selection
process, where Josef Mengele would
have directed him to go to the right, to
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life and slavery and pain, rather than to
the left, to the gas chambers and the
crematoria. And there, in the cold and
the wind and the rain, in my comfortable shoes and jacket, I became overwhelmed and cried.
Repression of Civil Rights
Two weeks later I visited Memphis,
Tennessee, with twenty or so friends.
Although we were there to see—who
else?—the Rolling Stones, we used the
opportunity, as we had on a previous
trip to Memphis, to dive into the culture
and history of Memphis and its surroundings, including especially the
sources of blues music. We visited the
Mississippi Delta to learn about the
milieu from which the blues emerged,
including plantations where black
slaves and later black sharecroppers
labored. We visited towns where segregation of blacks from whites was the
rule during our lifetimes, where civil
rights demonstrators were violently
repressed, and where blacks were “kept
in their place” via the numerous conventions of the Old South.
I also spent a substantial amount of
time in the National Civil Rights
Museum on both trips. The civil rights
museum is located in the Lorraine
Motel, on the balcony of which Martin
Luther King was assassinated by James
Earl Ray on April 4, 1968, setting off
riots borne by years of discrimination,
frustration, and repression in cities
across the country. The museum memorializes the assassination of Dr. King by
having preserved the room he stayed in
the night before just as it was, but the
museum is far more than a mere memorial to Dr. King.
Rather, the museum offers an extensive collection of materials concerning
the civil rights movement in America,
including some displays about the
enslavement of Africans in America but
much more about the abuse of the law
to repress black people and the struggles of black people for liberty, voting
rights, equal opportunities in the educational and economic spheres, political
rights, respect, and social acceptance.
Pictures, videos, text, and artifacts
tell the dramatic stories of individual

black students integrating previously
all-white schools and the violent reactions they suffered, of civil rights
demonstrators being beaten by police
with clubs and powerful water hoses,
and of young people from the North
helping to register black voters and
being murdered for educating them
about their legal rights. An actual bus
with a recorded voice of a bus driver
ordering you to move to the back of the
bus gives a slight taste of what it must
have been like to be subjected to that
humiliation; an actual lunch counter
from a segregated store lets you see
that indignity.
Although the museum contains
much that is inspiring and even
thrilling, its endless exhibits (the museum can occupy one for many, many
hours) make visitors face the fact that
our society not so long ago legally
repressed a significant portion of our
population based solely on their color
and that some of the ramifications of
those days are still with us. It also
hopefully inspires visitors to resolve to
fight against the philosophies and interests that encourage such discrimination
and oppression.
******
Skokie Revisited
In 1977 and 1978, the American
National Socialist Party (i.e., Nazi Party)
announced plans to march, in Nazi uniforms, in Skokie, Illinois. Skokie, a suburb of Chicago, had a majority Jewish
population, and a substantial portion of
its residents were Holocaust survivors
and immediate family members of
Holocaust survivors.
Obviously, the Nazis chose the
Village of Skokie for this reason. They
did not wish to merely express their
opinions or beliefs; rather, they desired
to inflict psychological pain and maybe
worse on the victims of their forebears.
In addition, they likely wanted to create
a dilemma for First Amendment advocates, reveling in the image of liberal
lawyers, many of whom were Jewish,
bending over backward to show their
devotion to free speech principles by
having to defend people who are abhor-
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rent to them engaging in an activity that
they know is wrong. The Nazis may
have also hoped to provoke violent reactions from the targets of their march.
The Nazis applied for a permit for
their march, and the city announced
that the permit would be granted if the
Nazis could put up a $350,000 bond in
case of injuries or property damage
resulting from their march. The Nazis
denounced the bond requirement as
excessive and refused to meet it, and
the village obtained a court injunction
against the march. Thereafter, the
Skokie Village Board enacted three
new regulations: requiring a $350,000
bond, prohibiting the distribution of literature that promoted hatred of any
group of people, and prohibiting
demonstrations by political groups
wearing military-style uniforms.
Contending that these regulations
were designed to make it difficult if not
impossible for the Nazis to march in the
manner they wished to in Skokie, the
Nazis asked the ACLU to represent
them in challenging in court what effectively was a denial of a permit for them
to march. The ACLU agreed to do so,
and a Jewish lawyer took on the lead
role in the case. The end result of the
lawsuit was that the courts ordered the
Village of Skokie to grant the permit to
the Nazis to march, and the village did
so. The Nazis then announced that they
would not march in Skokie after all.
The ramifications to the ACLU for
taking on the case were devastating, at
least at the time. Tens of thousands of
ACLU members resigned in protest,
and the ACLU suffered an unprecedented and substantial deficit in financing
(from membership dues and contributions) that I must assume greatly hampered its ability to undertake representation of other litigants and causes that
it would normally represent.
The passage of time and an earnest
effort by Jewish leaders of the ACLU
to reach out to contributors and to
members who had resigned and bring
them back into the fold reversed much
of the loss that the ACLU experienced.
To this day, however, enemies of the
ACLU, mostly on the right of the political spectrum, refer to the ACLU as

“Nazi defenders” as part of their effort
to discredit it as immoral and willing to
side with the most reprehensible elements of society.
******
Free Speech Rights Apply to All
Lawyers are trained to look at problems
in a dispassionate manner and to apply
neutral principles of law to factual situations. Of course, this has a tendency to
conflict with a lawyer’s role as an advocate for a particular client in a particular
situation, in which role the lawyer
selects and marshals specific supposedly
neutral principles of law for the advantage of his or her client’s cause.
Some in the First Amendment bar
have elevated the free speech and free
press principles of the First Amendment
above all other principles and considerations. Because they are forced to, those
lawyers accept that there are certain limitations on free speech and free press
rights: the laws of harassment and
assault, the fighting words exception,
libel and privacy law, “falsely shouting
fire in a crowded theater,” etc. Beyond
those relatively well-established categories, many, perhaps most, in the First
Amendment bar believe that all persons
invoking First Amendment rights are
equally worthy of representation.
The underlying philosophical basis
for this view is that free speech and free
press rights are indivisible. That is,
once you allow the government to
impose restrictions on the free speech
and free press rights of one party or one
category of persons based on those persons’ point of view or message, you
have opened the door to such restrictions being imposed on other categories
of speakers or publishers; and the decision of whose speech and press rights
get restricted depends solely on who
happens to be in power at the time.
Thus, the rationale for the ACLU
defending the Nazis’ right to march in
Skokie was based not on any sympathy
for the Nazi cause but rather on a fear
that in a different place and time it
could be the speech and press rights of
some other group, for example, the civil
rights movement, that are restricted.

It is easy, as a First Amendment
lawyer, to look at a problem, determine
on which side the free speech and free
press interests lie, and to take that side if
First Amendment interests are your
lodestar and outweigh all other interests.
In such a case, the human interests at
stake in a particular conflict can, for all
intents and purposes, become irrelevant.
I share the belief that everyone has a
right to express his or her views, and
my attitude toward one’s free speech
rights does not depend on whether I
agree with the views being expressed.
In political discussions, I have often
come to the defense of those with
whom I disagree on the substance when
they have been attacked for expressing
their views. I understand and support
the notion that in our system views
abhorrent to mine are entitled to be
aired in the marketplace of ideas and
that when the speaker’s ability to
express his or her views is denied, that
speaker is entitled to seek redress
through the courts and have his or her
or its right to speak, or march, upheld.
A Choice for Each of Us:
Whose Rights We Defend
What I don’t accept is that such a
speaker is entitled to my representation
or the representation of an organization
I support and that because of a general
belief in free speech principles I should
use my talents, my efforts, my passion,
and my contributions in service of
some of the lowest forms of humanity
merely because they have invoked the
words free speech in furtherance of
their evil goals. I understand that it is
important for the audience, the rest of
us, to be aware that such hateful and
despicable views are adhered to and
promulgated by others; I do not, however, believe that such groups deserve
any support from myself (or anyone
else who decries their message) in
spreading their ideas. The function of
warning the rest of the population that
such people exist can be accomplished
without helping them.
The reason I discussed at the beginning of this essay my observations about
Communist rule in Prague, the Nazi
concentration camps at Terezin and

Auschwitz, and the effects of racism
in America on display in Memphis is
because to me the effects of pernicious
ideas on real human beings matter at
least as much, if not more, than the theoretical right of the holders of those ideas
to express and spread them. Don’t get
me wrong; I am not suggesting that the
law should prohibit Communist, Nazi, or
racist ideas from being expressed. I am
suggesting, however, that organizations
I support and I should not be the ones
who defend those rights.
I am suggesting that when lawyers,
such as those in the ACLU, who hold
views that are the very antithesis of the
hateful, genocidal programs of the
Nazis’ agenda, aid the efforts of Nazis
to expound and carry out those ideas,
they are giving up a significant piece of
their humanity and doing a tremendous
disservice to the Nazis’ victims. In my
pantheon of values, the value of comforting and supporting the victims of
genocide and racism and repression
ranks higher than the rights of the murderers and racists and oppressors to
spread their message and thus propound
their programs.
To the extent that the expression of
these reprehensible ideas could lead to
their greater acceptance among even the
weakest or most susceptible parts of the
population, I do not want to be part of the
mechanism by which they can be spread,
even though I support their legal right to
do so. I do not accept that groups like
Nazis can be dismissed as being on the
fringe and that their ideas and programs
and influence can never amount to anything. The Nazis in Germany, the
Communists in Czechoslovakia, and the
racists in America all came to power
legally; and even if they don’t come to
power, they can influence people’s
behavior and inspire them to terrible acts.
ACLU Made the Wrong Choice
The perspective of the ACLU in looking
at questions like whether to defend the
right of Nazis to march in a community
like Skokie seems to me to be not only
myopic (really, the conclusion seems
almost inescapable that the Nazis realized that the controversy caused by the
ACLU’s representation of their cause
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would end up harming the ACLU), but
also completely ivory-tower. The Skokie
case did not involve a government banning of a newspaper or mere expression
of ideas. It involved a proposal to inflict
specific harm on a targeted portion of the
population, a portion that the Nazis (and
the ACLU) knew was particularly susceptible to the intended harm. There is
little question but that the sight of Nazis
marching or rallying in uniform with
swastikas and other symbols and slogans
of the crimes perpetrated by Nazis in a
community comprised of people who
had themselves been victimized by Nazis
through imprisonment in concentration
camps, attacks by armed gangs of Nazis,
deportation, murder of family members,
and enslavement could cause actual and
lasting harm to those victims, and
destroy, perhaps permanently, the feeling
of refuge that they had found here.
If the Nazis merely wanted to
express their views, they did not need
to choose that community to do it in, to
bring their physical presence right to
the homes of Nazi victims. The fact
that they chose that community for

their Nazi rally indicates that their actual goal was something other than the
expression of ideas, and it is, in my
mind, a further reason the ACLU
should not have represented their cause.
I believe that one must look at the realworld effects and ramifications of one’s
actions, both short-term and long-term. I
know the ACLU agrees with this because
that is the basis on which it defends its
representation of the Nazis. One of the
great innovations in American jurisprudence was the Brandeis Brief because it
brought into the consideration of cases the
real world, i.e., the effect that judges’ rulings have on human beings in their dayto-day lives. To me, it is crucial that people considering these issues be aware not
only of the supposed or even actual effect
on free speech rights a denial of the permit to the Nazis to march could have, but
also what it is the Nazis and their ilk are
propounding and what effect those proposals could have on real people.

matter, much less one designed to reenact their fantasies of terrorizing innocent victims, just as I would not represent or advocate for the rights of xenophobes who want to weed out illegal
immigrants or march in front of their
houses in order to frighten them into
running away, or for the rights of
racists to burn crosses or conduct
lynchings of effigies in front of the
homes of black people. As much as I
support the efforts of the ACLU in
defending free speech and other individual liberties, to this day I cannot forget or forgive what I view as its abandonment of human values.
The transformative power of free
expression remains a foundational principle in our democratic republic; however, other values, including respect for
basic human dignity, should also rank
among the highest of objectives that
lawyers should support. Sometimes, as
in Skokie, Illinois, the former should
give way to the latter.

Human Values
Having the luxury of choice, I would
not have represented the Nazis in any
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VIEWPOINT

An Editorial Controversy Metastasizing:
Denmark’s Hate Speech Laws
RICHARD N. WINFIELD

In March 2006, Denmark’s chief public
prosecutor, Henning Fode, confirmed
an earlier decision that the Danish government would not prosecute the newspaper Jyllands-Posten for publishing
the now-notorious cartoons of the
Prophet Muhammad. The announcement underscored the decisive role that
Denmark’s hate speech and blasphemy
laws played in the controversy. The fact
that Denmark, like some other western
European nations, maintains these laws
raises fresh questions about their utility
and wisdom.
Hate Laws Ensnare Government
After Jyllands-Posten published the
twelve cartoons last September, local
Muslim groups protested directly to the
newspaper’s editors, but to no avail. Up
to that point, the controversy, although
heated, pitted only the Muslim groups
against the newspaper. The government
was not involved. But that state of
affairs could not persist.
The government could not avoid
becoming entangled because Denmark
has on its books a broadly worded hate
speech law. Section 266(b) of the
Criminal Code punishes “any person
who, publicly . . . makes a statement . . .
insulting or degrading a group of persons on account of their race . . . or
belief. . . .” A person convicted under
this provision is liable to be fined or
imprisoned for up to two years. The
government thus possessed explicit
Richard N. Winfield teaches comparative mass media law at Columbia Law
School and American mass media law at
Fordham Law School, and he is
Chairman of the World Press Freedom
Committee. He coordinates the media
law working groups of the International
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legal authority to try and convict a
news organization that published words
or images allegedly insulting or degrading to adherents of Islam.
In addition to its hate speech law,
Denmark also maintains a blasphemy
law of comparable overbreadth. Section
140 of the Criminal Code punishes “any
person who, in public, ridicules or insults
the dogmas or worship of any lawfully
existing religious community. . . .”
Offenders may be imprisoned for up to
four months. Public prosecutors were
thus specifically empowered to prosecute
any news organization that published
copy mocking or scorning Islamic doctrines or acts of worship. Whether or not
they chose to prosecute, the government
officials were inescapably thrust into the
vortex of the Prophet Muhammad
cartoon controversy.
Role of European Court
Statutes similar to Denmark’s hate
speech and blasphemy laws are commonplace outside the United States.
Indeed, the European Court of Human
Rights considered the Danish hate
speech law in Jersild v. Denmark and
wrote approvingly of its application.1
Jersild, a television journalist, produced
a documentary broadcast featuring a
controversial interview with three disaffected young Danish men who called
themselves Greenjackets. The
Greenjackets made highly abusive,
racist, and derogatory statements about
dark-skinned immigrants. Jersild’s purpose in broadcasting taped excerpts
from the interview was a serious one,
i.e., to provide a realistic picture of the
social problem of ethnic hatred.
Jersild was convicted by Danish
courts for aiding and abetting a violation
of Section 266(b). The European Court
set aside his conviction on grounds that
Jersild’s rights of free expression, as

guaranteed by Article 10 of the European
Convention on Human Rights, had been
violated. The three Greenjackets were
convicted under Section 266(b); although
they were not parties to the Jersild proceedings, the European Court approved
their conviction, stating that “there can be
no doubt that the remarks of which the
Greenjackets were convicted . . . were
more than insulting to members of the
targeted groups and did not enjoy the protection of Article 10. . . . “2
The European Court, moreover,
seems more than tolerant of blasphemy
laws. In part, this may stem from the
fact that the court balances two
European Convention guarantees of
comparable weight, Article 10 (freedom
of expression) and Article 9 (freedom
of religion). In two cases, both involving cinema images extremely offensive
to adherents of the particular religion,
the European Court found that censorship by the member states did not violate Article 10.3 The European Court
recognizes that in such politically sensitive areas as religion and morals, there
is no pan-European consensus. For
these areas, the European Court defers
to the member states, which are accordingly granted a comparatively wide
margin of evaluation.
The European Court may soon revisit its policy of deference in Klein v.
Slovakia,4 in which a journalist’s vituperative attack on Slovakia’s leading
religious figure resulted in the journalist’s conviction under a hate speech and
blasphemy law. The journalist suggested that the religious leader had sex with
his own mother and wrote that he could
not understand why decent coreligionists did not leave a religious organization that is headed by such an ogre. The
Slovak courts convicted and fined the
journalist about 375 euros. Whether the
conviction violates Article 10 or is con-
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sonant with Article 9 will be among the
issues before the European Court.
Notably, the Slovak statute is similar
to those in Denmark.
Inescapably into the Fray
In the Prophet Muhammad cartoon situation, not surprisingly, the Muslim groups,
having been rebuffed by Jyllands-Posten,
filed a criminal complaint against the
newspaper. The availability of the hate
speech and blasphemy laws and their
invitingly broad language undoubtedly
encouraged the Muslim groups to file.
The fact that the Danish government
possessed powers under the hate speech
and blasphemy statutes meant that the
ready availability of powerful criminal
remedies transformed a rancorous private
exchange into a politicized governmental
issue. The protagonists were no longer
the newspaper and the Muslim groups;
the government and many of the 200,000

Governments and courts are
ill-suited by their very nature
to determine offensiveness
or insensitivity.
Muslim residents of Denmark quickly
became the protagonists. The fact that the
two statutes were on the books meant that
the government could not avoid deciding
whether to prosecute the newspaper.
What confronted the regional public
prosecutor was a politically toxic
choice: favor the Muslim groups, or
favor the newspaper and the great
majority of Danes. The laws permitted
no other alternative.
We know that in January 2006 the
regional public prosecutor discontinued
his investigation and chose not to prosecute. Senior officials in the government, including Prime Minister Anders
Fogh Rasmussen, summarily rejected
appeals by the Muslim groups.
Ambassadors to Denmark from ten
Muslim countries and the Palestinian
representative in Denmark failed to
convince the government to file criminal charges against the newspaper.

The Muslim groups viewed the decision as an official and hostile act of the
Danish government. Of course, the violence of the ensuing protests must be
condemned. However, one must
acknowledge that the initial protests
flowed inexorably from the fact that the
government had explicit statutory
authority to prosecute. Had Denmark
lacked the power to prosecute, i.e., if
Sections 266(b) and 140 did not exist,
the Danish government could not have
been held responsible. Whether the
regional prosecutor’s decision not to
prosecute and the confirmation of that
decision by public prosecutor Henning
Fode in March were influenced by political considerations is another question.
Regardless of what decision it made or
the reasons why, the Danish government
became needlessly involved by possessing the explicit power to criminalize
offensive expression.
A Hopelessly Vague Standard
Well-intentioned laws like Sections
266(b) and 140 suffer from ambiguity
and overbreadth. How mocking or
degrading must the statement be? How
deliberate or scornful an insult? Do
these laws ensnare some speech that
was never intended to be prosecuted?
Are serious works of scholarship, history, or art liable to be punished? Should
satire ever be criminalized?
The laws also suffer from ambiguity
regarding the role of government in such
issues. Should the Danish government or
any government arrogate to itself the
power to punish expression that offends
religious or racial sensibilities? Should
the state ever be empowered to punish
expression of ideas disfavored by some?
Should the criminal justice system be
commandeered into adjudicating questions of mere political correctness? Are
there any limits to the seemingly boundless power of government to punish (or
not to punish, as in this case) expression
that some find offensive?
Rejecting Arbitrariness
The familiar critique of these laws holds
that they chill expression by making
authors and artists timid and uncertain as
to what words and images will invite
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criminal prosecution. Moreover, governments and courts are, by their very
nature, ill-suited to determine such questions as offensiveness or insensitivity.
These arguments represent some of
those expressed by American courts in
their rejection on constitutional grounds
of laws that punish abusive, insulting,
and offensive expression. The U.S.
Supreme Court has held that “[i]f there
is a bedrock principle underlying the
First Amendment, it is that government
may not prohibit the expression of an
idea simply because society finds the
idea itself offensive or disagreeable.”5
In R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, the Court
held that “[t]he First Amendment generally prevents government from proscribing speech . . . because of disapproval of the ideas expressed.”6 The
Village of Skokie (Illinois) enacted hate
speech ordinances to prevent a march
by uniformed Nazis displaying
swastikas to protect the sensibilities of
the large Jewish population, which
included numerous Holocaust survivors.
Relying on the First Amendment, the
Seventh Circuit struck down the ordinances.7 Finally, to give the state the
power to decide which ideas are disagreeable or create anger, hurt, or resentment among some is to assure a regime
of arbitrariness,8 pandering, politicization,9 and unpredictability.10
This is not to say that some extreme
forms of speech cannot be punished.
Certainly, the government ought to proscribe expression where it constitutes
advocacy directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to produce such action.11 In the case
of the Prophet Muhammad cartoons,
however, the Danish government did
not take any action until January, a full
three months after the cartoons were
published. Therefore, it cannot be seriously argued that the publication of the
cartoons met this test of inciting imminent violence.
The Eraser May Be Mightier
Than the Sword
In the Prophet Muhammad cartoon controversy, Denmark found that its hate
speech and blasphemy statutes were
laws of unintended consequences: they

imposed on its government a burden
that was both unnecessary, unwise, and
disastrous. In its efforts to maintain a
legal arsenal enabling it to censor racial
or religious insults, Denmark paid a
very steep price. Without the laws, the
controversy would likely have
remained local, nongovernmental, and
containable. The very existence of the
laws caused a local controversy to
metastasize into a global religiousgovernmental crisis.
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COURTSIDE
PAUL M. SMITH, DONALD VERRILLI, JULIE CARPENTER, AND KATHERINE FALLOW

The Supreme Court closed out its
2005–06 Term in late June, having
issued two significant First Amendment
decisions not previously discussed in
this column.
The First Amendment Rights of
“Internal Whistleblowers”
In No. 04–473, Garcetti v. Ceballos,
the Court reviewed a Ninth Circuit
decision granting First Amendment
protection to a memo written by a public employee in the course of his official duties. Ceballos, a supervising
deputy district attorney, wrote a memo
to his supervisors in which he concluded that the police had serious misrepresentations in an affidavit used to obtain
a search warrant. The memo recommended dismissal of the criminal case
resulting from the search. The supervisors did not agree with this recommendation and Ceballos alleged that they
later retaliated against him for writing
it. The district court had refused to
apply the First Amendment to protect a
memo written in the course of official
duties, but the Ninth Circuit went the
other way. It held that the allegations
of wrongdoing in the memorandum
constituted protected speech about a
matter of public concern that could
not form the basis for retaliatory
employment actions.
Justice Souter, joined by Justices
Stevens and Ginsburg, filed a dissent. He
acknowledged that while public employers have substantial interests in demanding competence, honesty and good judgment when employees speak in the workplace in the course of carrying out their
duties. But he argued that those interests
are often outweighed by public interests
in uncovering official wrongdoing or
protecting health and safety, and when
that it true the employee involved should
be able to invoke the First Amendment.
In his view, a categorical rule ignores the
Paul Smith, Donald Verrilli, Julie
Carpenter, and Katherine Fallow are
partners in the Washington, D.C., office
of Jenner & Block, LLP.

fact that public employees are both
employees and citizens.
Justice Breyer wrote a separate concurrence emphasizing that the speech
here was uttered by a professional—a
lawyer—with obligations going beyond
mere obedience to official policy. He
would confine First Amendment protection for speech in the course of official duties to situations, like this one
involving a lawyer, where there is a
heightened need to protect employee
speech and a diminished reason for
concern about the effects of doing so.
The bottom line is that public
employees now must do their whistleblowing outside the scope of their official duties (such as in a call to the
press) if they are to have any hope of
First Amendment protection.
Campaign Finance Once Again
The Court returned this Term to the
constitutionality of campaign finance
regulation. In No. 04–1528, Randall v.
Sorrell, it addressed the constitutionality of Vermont’s campaign finance laws,
which limited how much state candidates could spend on their campaigns
and also imposed very stringent limits
on contributions to campaigns. Some
observers hoped the Court would soften
the First Amendment limits first set
thirty years ago in Buckley v. Valeo,
allowing for the first time some regulation of campaign expenditures. Others
hoped that the Court would move in the
opposite direction, holding that contribution limits are just as suspect as
expenditure limits.
Both were ultimately disappointed as
the Court chose not to alter the basic
Buckley v. Valeo balance. Justice
Breyer wrote an opinion joined by the
Chief Justice and largely joined by
Justice Alito in which he said there was
no reason to reconsider the Buckley rule
that campaign expenditure limits should
be treated as direct restrictions on
speech that are highly suspect under the
First Amendment. As for contributions,
he did not depart from the Buckley
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position that they are more regulable
than expenditures. But he did conclude
that Vermont’s limits were too low to
satisfy constitutional scrutiny. He
emphasized that if contribution limits
are too low, the machinery of democracy can be adversely affected as incumbents become impossible to challenge.
Justice Kennedy concurred in the
judgment, emphasizing his view that
contribution limits are highly suspect as
well. Justice Thomas, joined by Justice
Scalia, also concurred in the judgment.
He argued that Buckley should be overruled to the extent that it differentiates
contribution and expenditure limits and
that both should be subject to strict constitutional scrutiny.
Justice Stevens filed a dissenting
opinion arguing that Buckley should be
overruled for a different reason. In his
view, the problem with Buckley is that
is grants too much First Amendment
protection to campaign expenditures. In
his view, the government should be
allowed to address the “pernicious
effects of endless fundraising” by limiting what campaigns can spend.
Justice Souter also wrote a dissent
joined by Justice Ginsburg and partially
joined by Justice Stevens in which he
argued for upholding the Vermont contribution limits. He concluded that the
limits were not so low as to render
political campaigning in the state ineffectual. He would have deferred to the
state’s judgment about what level will
best serve the relevant state interests in
preventing corruption or the appearance
of corruption.
Here, the bottom line is that the
Buckley balance, allowing some regulation of contributions but little or none of
expenditures survives. The newest members of the Court, the Chief Justice and
Justice Alito, were not prepared to be
more aggressive in enforcing the First
Amendment in this context, at least not
yet. But there remains the potential that
they may move in that direction, joining
with Justices Kennedy, Scalia and
Thomas, in some future case.

Privacy & Data Security CLE
Compliance for Communications & Media Companies
DVDs are now available for the March 28, 2006, conference sponsored by the ABA Forum
on Communications Law and the Federal Communications Bar Association.
If you missed the conference, or if you want to share the presentations
with your colleagues and associates, order your DVD today from:

Federal Communications Bar Association
1020 19th Street, N.W.
Suite 325
Washington, DC 20036-6101
Phone: 202-293-4000
Fax: 202-293-4317

Cost per copy is $125 (check, credit card, or money order)
and includes shipping & handling.
Among the topics covered were:
• Various state and federal laws and regulations affecting the business
operations, regulatory compliance, and marketing efforts of communications
and media companies.
• International requirements for foreign operations of U.S. companies, including
foreign news bureaus.
• Interface and conflicts among the new privacy laws and other regulatory
requirements, such as Sarbanes-Oxley and various FCC regulations for
broadcast, cable, and telecommunications companies.
Seminar speakers included representatives from state and federal agencies, including
the FCC, FTC, and the California Office of Privacy Protection, as well as distinguished
practitioners in this field.
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